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A CONSTRUCTION OF FROBENIUS MANIFOLDS WITH
LOGARITHMIC POLES AND APPLICATIONS
THOMAS REICHELT
Abstract. A construction theorem for Frobenius manifolds with logarithmic poles is es-
tablished. This is a generalization of a theorem of Hertling and Manin. As an application
we prove a generalization of the reconstruction theorem of Kontsevich and Manin for projec-
tive smooth varieties with convergent Gromov-Witten potential. A second application is a
construction of Frobenius manifolds out of a variation of polarized Hodge structures which
degenerates along a normal crossing divisor when certain generation conditions are fulfilled.
Introduction
In this paper we define the notion of a Frobenius manifold with logarithmic poles along a
normal crossing divisor (logarithmic Frobenius manifold for short). LetM be a complex man-
ifold and D a normal crossing divisor, then a logarithmic Frobenius manifold is a Frobenius
manifold on M \D such that the identity field e and the Euler field E are logarithmic vector
fields along D and the metric g and multiplication ◦ extend holomorphically with respect to
logarithmic vector fields and the metric is nondegenerate with respect to them.
If one restricts a logarithmic Frobenius manifold to an appropriate submanifold N one
gets a logarithmic Frobenius type structure whose main ingredients are a vector bundle
K := TM |N , a flat connection ∇
r, a Higgs field C which both have logarithmic poles along
D∩N and a vector bundle endomorphism U which comes from multiplication with the Euler
field. If some generation conditions are satisfied by the Higgs field and the endomorphism
U the logarithmic Frobenius manifold can be uniquely reconstructed from the logarithmic
Frobenius type structure (theorem 1.12). This is a generalization of the corresponding theo-
rem 4.5 of [HM]. The theorem of [HM] in turn generalizes a theorem of Malgrange [Mal] which
treats the case N = {pt} and a result by Dubrovin [Du] which shows that a finite number of
numbers suffices to reconstruct the whole Frobenius germ (M, 0) in the case N = {pt}, the
multiplication ◦ being semisimple and U = E◦ having a simple spectrum.
We give two applications of this unfolding result.
The first is an application to quantum cohomology. We regard the even dimensional cohomol-
ogy ring V = H∗even(X,C) as a manifold with coordinates ti with respect to a homogeneous
basis {Ti} and metric gij =
∫
X
Ti ∪ Tj . The third derivatives of the Gromov-Witten po-
tential provide us with the structure constants of a multiplication on the tangent bundle
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of V . As is well known these data give us a Frobenius manifold [Ma]. Let T1, . . . , Tr be a
basis of H2(X,C). To construct a logarithmic Frobenius manifold we do a coordinate change
ϕ : ti 7→ qi = e
ti for i = 1, . . . , r where the other coordinates remain unchanged. The third
derivatives of the Gromov-Witten potential are well defined on the image. We assume that
they give holomorphic functions on a polydisc M around the large radius limit point p and
degenerate at this point so that the corresponding multiplication becomes the cup product.
The set
⋃
{qi = 0} gives rise to a normal crossing divisor D. We show that the Frobenius
manifold given on M \ D has the demanded degeneration properties so that we retrieve a
Frobenius manifold with logarithmic poles along D on M . Now let W ⊂ V = H∗even(X,C)
be a minimal subspace which generates H∗even(X,C) with respect to the cup product. Then
N = ϕ(W ) ∩M is a submanifold of M and carries a logarithmic Frobenius type structure.
We will use theorem 1.12 to reconstruct the Frobenius manifold. In terms of Gromov-Witten
invariants this means that they can be uniquely reconstructed from their values on the linear
subspace V 2×W l for l ≥ 1. In the case W = H2 we recover the first reconstruction theorem
of Kontsevich and Manin ([KM]) in the case of smooth projective varieties with holomorphic
Gromov-Witten potential.
The second concerns with variation of polarized Hodge structures. Here we prove that one
can construct a logarithmic Frobenius type structure out of a variation of polarized Hodge
structures which degenerates along a normal crossing divisor D. If a certain condition called
H2-generation holds this logarithmic Frobenius type structure can be unfolded to give a log-
arithmic Frobenius manifold. The construction goes as follows: With a VPHS comes the
associated Gauss-Manin connection ∇. One shows that the cohomology bundle decomposes
into a direct sum of subbundles using the Hodge filtration F• and an opposite, ∇-flat filtration
U• which is constructed out of the limiting PMHS. Because ∇ satisfies Griffiths-transversality
one can show that ∇ maps O(Fp ∩ Up) to O(F
p ∩ Up)⊕O(F
p−1 ∩ Up−1). Therefore one can
split ∇ into a connection ∇r and a Higgs field C. This Higgs field together with the po-
larization form will provide us with a logarithmic Frobenius type structure. This section is
inspired by a paper of P. Deligne [De2]. Related to this section are papers of E. Cattani and
J. Fernandez [CaFe] and of J. Fernandez and G. Pearlstein [FePe]. In the first they prove
a correspondence between deformations of framed Frobenius modules and VPHS on (∆∗)r
with a limiting MHS of Hodge-Tate type and split over R. In the second paper they prove in
the cases of weight k = 3, 4, 5 that a deformation of framed Frobenius modules with certain
generation properties gives rise to a Frobenius manifold. From the results given here this
follows for any weight k.
1. Unfoldings of meromorphic connections
In this chapter we define Frobenius manifolds with logarithmic poles (def. 1.4) and loga-
rithmic Frobenius type structures (def. 1.6). In proposition 1.7 it is stated that every log-
arithmic Frobenius manifold gives rise to a logarithmic Frobenius type structure. To prove
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the construction theorem which is the primary goal of this chapter another structure has to
be established, namely that of a (logD − trTLEP (w))-structure (def. 1.8). In proposition
1.10 we show that there is a correspondence between logarithmic Frobenius type structures
and (logD − trTLEP (w))-structures. The latter has the advantage that the objects com-
ing from a logarithmic Frobenius type structure are efficiently encoded in a vector bundle
H over P1 × M with a flat connection ∇ and a pairing P . The connection is defined on
C∗ ×M \ D having a pole of Poincare´ rank 1 along {0} ×M and a logarithmic pole along
{∞} × M ∪ P1 \ {0} × D. In the case where the (logD − trTLEP (w))-structure comes
from a logarithmic Frobenius manifold the pair (H,∇) is a natural generalization of the first
structure connection of a Frobenius manifold (see e.g. [Du]). These structures enable us to
prove the construction theorem for Frobenius manifolds with logarithmic poles by showing
the existence of a universal unfolding of a (logD − trTLEP (w))-structure.
1.1. Definitions.
1.1.1. Elementary sections.
For the convenience of the reader we recall some definitions from [He1].
Let ∆ := {z ∈ C | | z |< 1} and ∆∗ := ∆ \ {0}. Fix a holomorphic vector bundle H →
(∆∗)r ×∆m−r of rank µ ≥ 1 with a flat connection ∇ on (∆∗)r ×∆m−r. We want to discuss
special sections in H and extensions on ∆r×∆m−r of the sheaf H of its holomorphic sections.
Let Ti be the monodromy with respect to {zi = 0}. The monodromy determines the bundle
uniquely up to isomorphism. Let Ti = Ti,s · Ti,u be the decomposition into semisimple and
unipotent parts, N (i) := log(Ti,u) the nilpotent part. A universal covering is
e : Hr ×∆m−r −→ (∆∗)r ×∆m−r,
(ξ1, . . . , ξr, zr+1, . . . , zm) 7→ (e
2piiξ1 , . . . , e2piiξr , zr+1, . . . , zm).
The space of multivalued flat sections H∞ is defined as
H∞ = {pr ◦ A : Hr ×∆m−r → H | A is a global flat section of e∗H}.
All monodromies act on it. The indices of the simultaneous generalized eigenspace decom-
position H∞ =
⊕
λH
∞
λ can be considered as tuples λ = (λ1, . . . , λr) of eigenvalues for the
monodromies T1, . . . , Tr.
Now choose A ∈ H∞λ and α = (α
(1), . . . , α(r)) with e−2piiα
(j)
= λj . The map
Hr ×∆m−r −→ H,
ξ = (ξ1, . . . , ξr, zr+1, . . . , zm) 7→
r∏
j=1
(
exp(2πi α(j)ξj) exp(−ξjN
(j))
)
A(ξ)
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is invariant with respect to any shift ξj 7→ ξj +1 and therefore induces a holomorphic section
es(A, α) : (∆∗)r ×∆m−r → H,
z = (z1, . . . , zm) 7→
r∏
j=1
(
exp(2πi α(j)ξj) exp(−ξjN
(j))
)
A(ξ)
of the bundle H (with z = e(ξ)). It is called an elementary section and is usually denoted
informally as
z 7→
r∏
j=1
z
α(j)−N
(j)
2pii
j A .
It is nowhere vanishing if A 6= 0 because the twist with
∏r
j=1 z
α(j)−N
(j)
2pii
j is invertible.
We now want to investigate extensions of H by elementary sections.
A Zr-filtration (Pl)l∈Zr consists of subspaces Pl ⊂ H
∞ which are invariant with respect to all
monodromies T1, . . . , Tr and which satisfy for a suitable m > 0
Pl = 0 if lj ≤ −m for some j,
Pl = H
∞ if lj ≥ m for all j,
Pl ⊂ Pl′ if lj ≤ l
′
j for all j.
Then Pl =
⊕
λ Pl,λ. A Z
r-filtration (Pl) induces r increasing exhaustive monodromy invariant
filtrations F j• on H
∞ by
F jp :=
⋃
lj=p
Pl .
For λj an eigenvalue of Tj let αj be defined as e
−2piiαj = λj and −1 < Reαj ≤ 0. Set
M := ∆r ×∆m−r, M∗ := (∆∗)r ×∆m−r and D := M \M∗.
Proposition 1.1. Fix a Zr-filtration (Pl)l∈Zr .
(1) For any l ∈ ([−m,m] ∩ Z)r and any λ, choose generators Ail,λ of Pl,λ. The sheaf
L :=
∑
these l
∑
λ
∑
i
OM · es(A
i
l,λ, α + l)
is an OM -coherent extension of H with logarithmic pole along D.
(2) The formula above yields a one-one correspondence between Zr-filtrations and OM -
coherent extensions of H with logarithmic pole along D.
(3) The sheaf L is a locally free OM -module if and only if
Pl =
r⋂
j=1
F jlj for all l
holds and the filtrations F j• have a common splitting.
Proof. See [EV] Appendix C and [He1] chapter 8.3 . 
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Remark 1.2. A special case of proposition 1.1 is the case when the filtrations on the simul-
taneous generalized eigenspaces H∞λ are all of type 0 = F
j
p(j,λ)−1 ⊂ F
j
p(j,λ) = H
∞
λ for some
numbers p(j, λ) ∈ Z.
The OM -locally free extension of H to M for the case when the real parts of all eigenvalues
of all residue endomorphisms are contained in [0, 1) was called the canonical extension by
Deligne.
1.1.2. (Logarithmic) Frobenius manifolds.
Before we can delve into logarithmic Frobenius manifolds, we state the definition of a Frobe-
nius manifold.
Let M be a complex manifold and TM its (holomorphic) tangent bundle. In this context
a metric g on TM is a symmetric, C-bilinear, nondegenerate, holomorphic pairing on the
fibers of the holomorphic bundle TM and a multiplication ◦ is a C-bilinear, holomorphic,
commutative and associative multiplication on the fibers of TM .
Definition 1.3. [Du] A Frobenius manifold is a tuple (M, ◦, e, E, g) where M is a manifold
of dimension n ≥ 1 with metric g and multiplication ◦ on the tangent bundle, e is a global
unit field and E is another global vector field, subject to the following conditions:
(1) the metric is multiplication invariant, g(X ◦ Y, Z) = g(X, Y ◦ Z),
(2) (potentiality) the (3,1)-tensor ∇◦ is symmetric ( here ∇ is the Levi-Civita connection
of the metric),
(3) the connection ∇ is flat,
(4) the unit field e is flat, ∇e = 0,
(5) the Euler field E satisfies LieE(◦) = 1 · ◦ and LieE(g) = (2− d) · g for some d ∈ C.
Now we can give the definition of a logarithmic Frobenius manifold.
Definition 1.4. Let M be a complex manifold and D a normal crossing divisor. Let M \D
be a Frobenius manifold with
e, E ∈ Γ(M,DerM(logD)),
◦ ∈ Γ(M,DerM(logD)⊗ (A
1
M(logD)⊗S A
1
M(logD))),
g ∈ Γ(M, (A1M(logD)⊗S A
1
M(logD)))
where g is nondegenerate on DerM(logD).
Then M is a Frobenius manifold with logarithmic poles along D (logarithmic Frobenius man-
ifold for short).
Proposition 1.5. The induced Levi-Civita connection on M \ D with respect to g has a
logarithmic pole along D.
Proof. Just compute the Christoffel symbols in a neighborhood U of the divisor with local
coordinates (t1, . . . , tn) such that D ∩ U =
⋃r
i=1{ti = 0}. 
Define
U := E◦ : DerM(logD)→ DerM(logD)
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and
V : DerM(logD)→ DerM(logD)
X 7→ ∇XE −
2− d
2
X .
1.2. Frobenius type structures with logarithmic poles.
In this section we define Frobenius type structures with logarithmic poles. The advantage of
these structures is, that restricted to any submanifold they remain Frobenius type structures
with logarithmic poles. Frobenius manifolds do not have this property in general because the
multiplication ◦ is defined on the tangent bundle TM of M .
Definition 1.6. A structure of Frobenius type with logarithmic poles along D is a tuple
(K → (M, 0), D,∇r, C,U ,V, g) with
(M, 0) is a germ of a complex manifold,
D is a normal crossing divisor with 0 ∈ D locally given by D = {z1 · · · zr},
K −→ (M, 0) germ of a holomorphic vector bundle,
∇r flat connection with logarithmic pole along D,
C : O(K) −→ O(K)⊗A1M(logD) logarithmic Higgs field,
U : O(K) −→ O(K) with [U , CX ] = 0 ∀X ∈ DerM(logD),
V : O(K) −→ O(K) ∇r- flat,
g : O(K)×O(K) −→ OM,0 symmetric, non-degenerate, ∇
r- flat,
such that these data satisfy
∇rX(CY )−∇
r
Y (CX)− C[X,Y ] = 0, (1.1)
∇r(U)− [C,V] + C = 0, (1.2)
g(CXa, b) = g(a, CXb), (1.3)
g(Ua, b) = g(a,Ub), (1.4)
g(Va, b) = −g(a,Vb). (1.5)
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Proposition 1.7. Every Frobenius manifold with logarithmic poles gives rise to a Frobenius
type structure with logarithmic poles.
Proof. The proof is essentially the same as in [He2] Lemma 5.11, so we just define the objects:
K := DerM(logD), ∇
r := ∇g,
U := E◦ : DerM(logD) −→ DerM(logD),
V : DerM(logD) −→ DerM(logD) := X 7→ ∇XE −
2− d
2
X,
C : DerM(logD) −→ DerM(logD)⊗A
1
M(logD) , CXY := −X ◦ Y.

1.3. Definition of (logD-trTLEP(w))-structures.
Let (M, 0) be a germ of a complex manifold and D be a normal crossing divisor and let z be
a coordinate on P1.
Definition 1.8. Fix w ∈ Z. A (logD−trTLEP (w))-structure is a tuple ((M, 0), D,H,∇, P )
with H→ P1×(M, 0) a trivial holomorphic vector bundle with a flat connection on H|C∗×(M\D,0)
with
∇ : O(H)(0,0) −→
1
z
Ω1C×M,0(logZ0)⊗O(H)(0,0).
where (Z0, (0, 0)) := ({0}×M ∪C×D, (0, 0)) ⊂ (C×M, (0, 0)) and ∇ has a logarithmic pole
along {∞} × (M, 0) ∪ (P1 \ {0}) × (D, 0) ⊂ (P1 \ {0}) × (M, 0). P is a (−1)w-symmetric,
nondegenerate, ∇-flat pairing
P : H(z,t) ×H(−z,t) −→ C for (z, t) ∈ C
∗ × (M \D, 0).
on a representative of H such that the pairing extends to a nondegenerate,
z-sesquilinear pairing
P : O(H)×O(H) −→ zwOP1×(M,0).
If ((M, 0), D, H,∇, P ) is a (logD − trTLEP (w))-structure and ϕ : (M ′, D′, 0) → (M,D, 0)
a holomorphic map of germs of manifolds then one can pullback H , ∇ and P with id ×
ϕ : (C, 0) × (M ′, 0) → (C, 0) × (M, 0). One easily sees that ϕ∗(H,∇) and ϕ∗(P ) gives a
(logD′ − trTLEP (w))-structure on (M ′, D′, 0).
Definition 1.9. Fix a (logD − trTLEP (w))-structure ((M, 0), D,H,∇, P ).
(a) An unfolding of it is a (logD − trTLEP (w))-structure ((M × Cl, 0), D × Cl, H˜, ∇˜, P˜ )
together with a fixed isomorphism
i : ((M, 0), D,H,∇, P )→ ((M × Cl, 0), D˜, H˜, ∇˜, P˜ ) |(M×{0},0)
where we denote D × Cl as D˜.
(b) One unfolding ((M×Cl, 0), D×Cl, H˜, ∇˜, P˜ , i) induces as second unfolding ((M×Cl
′
, 0), D˜′,
H˜ ′, ∇˜′, P˜ ′, i′) if there is an isomorphism j from the second unfolding to the pullback of the
first unfolding by a map
ϕ : ((M × Cl
′
, 0), D˜′)→ ((M × Cl, 0), D˜),
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which is the identity on (M × {0}, 0), and if
i = j |(M×{0},0) ◦i
′.
(c) An unfolding is universal if it induces any unfolding via a unique map ϕ.
1.4. A Correspondence.
Proposition 1.10. There is a 1-1 correspondence between (logD − trTLEP (w))-structures
and Frobenius type structures with logarithmic pole.
Proof.
Logarithmic Frobenius type structure → (logD-trTLEP(w))-structure.
Let (K → (M, 0), D,∇r, C,U ,V, g) be a Frobenius type structure with logarithmic pole.
Set H := π∗K and let ϕz : H(z,t) → Kt be the canonical projection. Extend ∇
r, C,U ,V, g
canonically on H. Define
∇ := ∇r +
1
z
C + (
1
z
U − V +
w
2
id)
dz
z
and
P : H(z,t) ×H(−z,t) → C for (z, t) ∈ (C
∗, 0)× (M, 0),
(a, b) 7→ zwg(ϕza, ϕ−zb).
We have to show that (H,D,∇, P ) is a (logD − trTLEP (w))-structure.
H = π∗K is trivial because K is trivial. ∇2 = 0 results from a quick calculation. P is
(−1)w-symmetric and nondegenerate because g is symmetric and nondegenerate.
Let a, b ∈ O(H). P is ∇-flat: 1
dP (a, b) = wzw−1 · g(a, b) + zw · dg(a, b),
P (∇a, b) = zwg((∇r +
1
z
C + (
1
z
U − V +
w
2
id)
dz
z
)a, b),
P (a,∇b) = zwg(a, (∇r −
1
z
C + (−
1
z
U − V +
w
2
id)
dz
z
)b)
=⇒∇(P )(a, b) =dP (a, b)− P (∇a, b)− P (a,∇b) = 0 . (1.6)
Because of the definition of ∇ above one sees easily that it has the correct pole order and
that therefore (H,D,∇, P ) is a (logD − trTLEP (w))-structure.
(logD-trTLEP(w))-structure → Logarithmic Frobenius type structure.
Let a (logD − trTLEP (w))-structure ((M, 0), D,H,∇, P ) be given.
Define K := H|{0}×(M,0). Observe that K and H|{∞}×(M,0) are canonically isomorphic.
The residual connection ∇res on H|{∞}×(M,0) is given by
∇resX [a] := [∇Xa] with X ∈ DerM(logD), a ∈ O(H).
1for better readability we suppress ϕ±z
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The residue endomorphism Vres on H|{∞}×(M,0) is given by
Vres[a] := [∇z˜∂z˜a] a ∈ O(H).
Because of the canonical isomorphism these structures can be shifted to K. Let ∇r,V be the
shift of ∇res,Vres + w
2
id respectively. Furthermore we set
C := [z∇] : O(K) −→ O(K)⊗A1M(logD),
CX [a] := [z∇Xa],
U := [z∇z∂z ] : O(K) −→ O(K),
g([a], [b]) := z−wP (a, b) mod zOC×M,0.
∇r is flat because ∇ is flat and has a logarithmic pole along D because ∇ has a logarithmic
pole along Dˆ.
It follows from easy calculations that C is a logarithmic Higgs field, [U , CX ] = 0 and∇
r(V) = 0.
g is OM,0-bilinear, symmetric and nondegenerate because P is OC×M z-sesqui-linear, (−1)
w-
symmetric and nondegenerate. The conditions (1.3), (1.4), (1.5) and ∇r(g) = 0 follow from
∇(P ) = 0.
Lift ∇r, C,U ,V canonically to H . Consider
∆ := ∇− (∇r +
1
z
C + (
1
z
U − V +
w
2
id)
dz
z
). (1.7)
∆ is OP1×M -linear. ∆X forX ∈ π
−1
DerM(logD) maps sections in π
−1π∗O(H) to sections with
no pole along {0}×(M, 0) because of the definition of C and which vanish along {∞}×(M, 0)
because of the definition of ∇r. Therefore ∆X = 0. The same holds for ∇z∂z , using the
definitions of U and V. This shows ∆ = 0.
We show condition (1.1). Let a ∈ π−1π∗O(H). It holds ∇X∇Y − ∇Y∇X −∇[X,Y ] = 0 with
∇X = ∇
r
X +
1
z
CX :
∇X∇Y a = ∇
r
X∇
r
Y a+∇
r
X
1
z
CY a +
1
z
CX∇
r
Y a+
1
z2
CXCY a,
∇Y∇Xa = ∇
r
Y∇
r
Xa+∇
r
Y
1
z
CXa +
1
z
CY∇
r
Xa+
1
z2
CY CXa,
∇[X,Y ]a = ∇
r
[X,Y ]a +
1
z
C[X,Y ]a,
=⇒
1
z
(∇rX(CY )−∇
r
Y (CX)− C[X,Y ])a = 0.
Condition 1.2 follows from a similar calculation. 
1.5. The isomorphism case.
In this section we prove a result which shows that if the Higgs field of a logarithmic Frobenius
type structure provides an isomorphism between the fiber over 0 and the fiber over 0 of the
tangent bundle and if a certain eigenvector condition is satisfied, then we can construct a
logarithmic Frobenius manifold out of the logarithmic Frobenius type structure. This is a
cornerstone for the general result which we prove in the next section.
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Proposition 1.11. Let (K → (M, 0), D,∇r, C,U ,V, g) be a Frobenius type structure with
logarithmic pole along D. Let ξ ∈ O(K) be a section which is flat on M \D such that
C : DerM(logD)0 −→ K0 ,
X 7→ −CXξ |0 is an isomorphism
and Vξ =
d
2
ξ .
Then the Frobenius type structure corresponds to a germ of a Frobenius manifold with loga-
rithmic pole along D ((M,0), D, ∇g, ◦, e, E, g˜).
Notice that, unlike in the corresponding result of [HM] where the vector ξ |0 could be
extended to a flat section, we have to demand the existence of such a section ξ which is flat
on M \D. The section ξ corresponds to the global unit field e under the isomorphism given
above.
Proof. We have an isomorphism
v : DerM(logD) −→ O(K) ,
so we can pullback the data of the Frobenius type structure
∇g := v∗(∇r), g˜ := v∗(g), e := v−1(ξ), E := v−1(Uξ).
∇g is flat with ∇gg˜ = 0 and ∇ge = 0 and has a logarithmic pole along D. Torsion freeness
follows from condition (1.1).
Define the multiplication on DerM(logD)
v(X ◦ Y ) := −CXv(Y ) = CXCY ξ .
The potentiality follows from easily:
0 = ∇rX(CY )−∇
r
Y (CX)− C[X,Y ]
⇔−∇gX(Y ◦) +∇
g
Y (X◦) + [X, Y ]◦ = 0
⇒−∇gX(Y ◦ Z) + Y ◦ ∇
g
X(Z) +∇
g
Y (X ◦ Z)−X ◦ ∇
g
Y Z + [X, Y ] ◦ Z = 0
but this is equivalent to ∇g(◦) symmetric (see [He1]).
We denote the shift of V,U , C on DerM(logD) with the same letters. We want to show
V = ∇g•E −
2− d
2
id = ∇gE − LieE −
2− d
2
id .
We need the following identities for the next calculation:
∇z∂zv(Y ) = (
1
z
U − V +
w
2
id)v(Y )
=
1
z
v(E ◦ Y )− v((V −
w
2
id)Y ),
∇Xv(e) = v(∇
g
Xe)−
1
z
v(X) = −
1
z
v(X).
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Therefore we have
v(∇gXE) = ∇
r
Xv(E)
= ∇Xv(E)−
1
z
CXv(E) = ∇XUv(e) +
1
z
Uv(X)
= ∇Xz(∇z∂zv(e) + v(
d− w
2
e)) + (∇z∂zv(X) + v((V −
w
2
id)X))
= −∇z∂zv(X) + v(X)− v(
d− w
2
X) +∇z∂zv(X) + v((V −
w
2
id)X)
= v((V +
2− d
2
id)X)
⇒ LieE = ∇
g
E − V −
2− d
2
id.
Now we can compute LieE(g) and LieE(◦):
LieE(g)(X, Y )
= Eg(X, Y )− g(LieEX, Y )− g(X,LieEY )
= Eg(X, Y )− g(∇gEX, Y )− g(X,∇
g
EY ) + g(VX, Y ) + g(X,VY )
+ g(
2− d
2
X, Y ) + g(X,
2− d
2
Y )
= (2− d)g(X, Y ).
For the next calculation we are using ∇gX(CY )−∇
g
Y (CX)− C[X,Y ] = 0,
∇(U)− [C,V] + C = 0 and U = −CE :
CLieE(◦)(X,Y )−X◦Y
= C[E,X◦Y ] − CX◦[E,Y ] − C[E,X]◦Y − CX◦Y
= ∇gE(CX◦Y )−∇
g
X◦Y (CE) + CXC[E,Y ] + C[E,X]CY + CXCY
=−∇gE(CXCY )−∇
g
X◦Y (CE) + CX(∇
g
E(CY )−∇
g
Y (CE))
+ (∇gE(CX)−∇
g
X(CE))CY + CXCY
=−∇gX◦Y (CE)− CX∇
g
Y (CE)−∇
g
X(CE)CY + CXCY
= [CX◦Y ,V]− CX◦Y + CX [CY ,V]− CXCY + [CX ,V]CY −CXCY + CXCY
= 0.

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1.6. The general case.
Theorem 1.12. Let ((M, 0), D,K,∇r, C,U ,V, g) be a Frobenius type structure with logarith-
mic pole along D, ξ ∈ O(K) and ∇r(ξ|M\D) = 0 with
(IC) C•ξ |0: DerM(logD)0 −→ K0 injective,
(GC) ξ |0 and its images under iteration of the maps CX , X ∈ DerM(logD)0
and U : K0 −→ K0 generate K0,
(EC) Vξ =
d
2
ξ for d ∈ C .
Then up to canonical isomorphism there exist unique data ((M˜, 0), D˜, ◦, e, E, g˜, i, j) with
((M˜, 0), D˜, ◦, e, E, g˜) a Frobenius manifold with logarithmic pole along D˜,
i : (M, 0)→ (M˜, 0) is an embedding such that i(M)∩D˜ = i(D) and j : K → DerM˜(logD˜)|i(M)
is an isomorphism above i of germs of vector bundles which identifies the logarithmic Frobenius
type structure on K with the natural logarithmic Frobenius type structure on DerM˜(logD˜) |i(M).
Here we also have to demand the existence of a section ξ which is flat on M \D and fulfills
(IC), (GC) and (EC) unlike in [HM] where they could extend a vector ξ to a flat section onM .
First we give an overview of the proof.
(A) Proposition 1.10 is used to get a (logD− trTLEP (w))-structure. Then we prove lemma
1.13 below. This lemma together with lemma 1.15 gives us an unfolding of the (logD −
trTLEP (w))-structure which fulfills property (1.8) below for given f1, . . . , fn ∈ OM×Cl.
(B)We investigate transformation properties of elementary sections with respect to pullback
in the context of lemma 1.13. This is needed in order to prove uniqueness of the constructed
Frobenius manifold.
(C) We choose an unfolding of the given (logD − trTLEP (w))-structure so that the map
C˜•ξ |0: DerM˜(logD˜) −→ K0
is an isomorphism which is possible by lemma 1.13. We prove that an unfolding with this
property is a universal unfolding. But because two universal unfoldings are isomorphic, this
shows that the property above characterizes the unfolding up to isomorphism. Now an appli-
cation of proposition 1.11 shows that this unfolding gives rise to a Frobenius manifold which
is therefore also unique up to isomorphism.
(A)
Let ((M, 0), D,H,∇, P ) be a (logD − trTLEP (w))-structure. We want to choose global
sections (v1, . . . , vn) which are a basis of H so that the connection matrix has a conve-
nient form for proving the existence of an unfolding. Let ∇res be the residue connection on
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H|{∞}×(M\D,0). We choose the sections so that their restrictions to {∞}× (M, 0) are elemen-
tary sections with respect to the residue connection. We call such a choice of sections adapted
to ((M, 0), D,H,∇, P ). Now let ((M × Cl, 0), D × Cl, H˜, ∇˜) be an unfolding of the above
structure. Then there exist unique adapted sections (v˜1, . . . , v˜n) of ((M×C
l, 0), D×Cl, H˜, ∇˜)
so that (v˜1 |P1×M×{0}, . . . , v˜n |P1×M×{0}) = (v1, . . . , vn). We call these sections a canonical ex-
tension of (v1, . . . , vn).
Recall the proof of proposition 1.10. There we observed that K = H|{0}×(M,0) is canonically
isomorphic to H|{∞}×(M,0). Therefore it is possible to shift structure from one bundle to the
other. This is the case for the residue connection ∇res which when shifted to K can be
identified with ∇r. Consider a global section v of H . Then its restriction to {0} × (M, 0) is
∇r-flat if and only if its restriction to {∞} × (M, 0) is ∇res-flat.
Lemma 1.13. Let w ∈ Z and ((M, 0), D,H,∇, P ) be the (logD − trTLEP (w))-structure
which fulfills the conditions above. Choose adapted sections (v1, . . . , vn) of H such that
v1|{0}×(M,0) = ξ. Choose l ∈ N and n functions f1, . . . , fn ∈ O(M×Cl,0) with fi |(M×{0},0)= 0.
Let (t1, . . . tm, y1, . . . , yl) = (t, y) be coordinates on (M × C
l, 0).
Then there exists a unique unfolding (H˜ → P1× (M ×Cl, 0), ∇˜) of (H,∇) with the following
properties. H˜ is a trivial vector bundle with flat connection over (C∗× ((M \D)×Cl, 0)) with
logarithmic poles along {∞}× (M×Cl, 0)∪P1 \{0}× (D×Cl, 0) and a pole of Poincare´ rank
1 along {0} × (M × Cl, 0). Its restriction to P1 × (M × {0}, 0) is (H,∇). Let (v˜1, . . . , v˜n) be
the canonical extensions of (v1, . . . , vn). Define K˜ := H˜|{0}×(M×Cl,0) and C˜, U˜ as above. Then
C˜∂yα v˜1 =
n∑
i=1
∂fi
∂yα
v˜i for α = 1, . . . , l . (1.8)
Proof. Suppose for a moment that (H˜, ∇˜) were already constructed. The connection matrix
Ω with respect to the basis (v˜1, . . . , v˜n),
∇˜(v˜1, . . . , v˜n) = (v˜1, . . . , v˜n) · Ω,
would take the form
Ω =
r∑
i=1
Ai
dti
ti
+
1
z
r∑
i=1
Ci
dti
ti
+
1
z
m∑
k=r+1
Ckdtk +
1
z
l∑
α=1
Fαdyα + (
1
z2
U +
1
z
V )dz
with matrices
Ai, Ci, Cj, Fα, U, V,∈M(n× n,OM×Cl) .
This follows from v˜i elementary and from the pole orders of (H˜, ∇˜) along {0,∞}×(M×C
l, 0).
In the following i, j ∈ {1, . . . , r}, k, l ∈ {r+1, . . .m}. The flatness condition dΩ+Ω∧Ω = 0
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implies
∂Ai
∂tk
= 0, (1.9)
∂Ai
∂yα
= 0, (1.10)
[Ai, Aj] = −ti
∂Aj
∂ti
+ tj
∂Ai
∂tj
, (1.11)
[Ci, Cj] = [Ci, Ck] = [Ck, Cl] = 0, (1.12)
[Ci, Fα] = [Ck, Fα] = 0, (1.13)
[Fα, Fβ] = 0, (1.14)
tj
∂Ci
∂tj
+ [Aj, Ci] = ti
∂Cj
∂ti
+ [Ai, Cj], (1.15)
∂Ci
∂tk
= ti
∂Ck
∂ti
+ [Ai, Ck], (1.16)
∂Cl
∂tk
=
∂Ck
∂tl
, (1.17)
∂Ci
∂yα
= ti
∂Fα
∂ti
+ [Ai, Fα], (1.18)
∂Ck
∂yα
=
∂Fα
∂tk
, (1.19)
∂Fα
∂yβ
=
∂Fβ
∂yα
, (1.20)
[U,Cj] = [U,Ck] = 0, (1.21)
[U, Fα] = 0, (1.22)
ti
∂U
∂ti
= [V, Ci]− Ci + [U,Ai], (1.23)
∂U
∂tk
= [V, Ck]− Ck, (1.24)
∂U
∂yα
= [V, Fα]− Fα, (1.25)
ti
∂V
∂ti
= [V,Ai], (1.26)
∂V
∂tk
= 0, (1.27)
∂V
∂yα
= 0, (1.28)
The condition (1.8) would mean
(Fα)i1 =
∂fi
∂yα
. (1.29)
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The proof consists of three parts. In parts (I) and (II) we restrict to the case l = α = 1. In part
(I) we show inductively uniqueness and existence of matrices Ci, Cj, F1, U, V,W with (1.12)-
(1.29) and with coefficients in OM,0[[y1]]. In part (II) their convergence will be proved with
the Cauchy-Kovalevski theorem. In part (III) the general case will be proved by induction in
l.
Part (I). Suppose l = α = 1 and y1 = y. Define for w ∈ Z≥0
OM,0[y]≤w :=
w∑
k=0
OM,0 · y
k,
OM,0[y]>w := OM,0[y] · y
w+1,
OM,0[[y]]>w := OM,0[[y]] · y
w+1
and
M(w) :=M(n× n,OM,0 · y
k),
M(> w) :=M(n× n,OM,0[y]>w), (1.30)
M(≤ w) :=M(n× n,OM,0[y]≤w).
Beginning of the induction for w = 0: The connection matrix Ω(0) of (H,∇) with respect to
the basis v1, . . . , vn takes the form
Ω(0) =
r∑
i=1
Ai
dti
ti
+
1
z
r∑
i=1
C
(0)
i
dti
ti
+
1
z
m∑
j=r+1
C
(0)
j dtj + (
1
z2
U (0) +
1
z
V (0))dz
with matrices Ai, C
(0)
i , C
(0)
j , U
(0), V (0) ∈ M(0). The flatness condition dΩ(0) + Ω(0) ∧ Ω(0) = 0
is equivalent to the equations (1.9), (1.11), (1.12), (1.15), (1.16), (1.17), (1.21), (1.23), (1.24),
(1.26), (1.27) for w = 0. The equations (1.10), (1.13), (1.14), (1.18), (1.19), (1.20), (1.22),
(1.25), (1.28) are empty.
Induction hypothesis for w ∈ Z≥0: Unique matrices C
(k)
i , C
(k)
j , U
(k), V (k) ∈M(k) for 0 ≤ k ≤
w and F
(k)
1 ∈M(k) for 0 ≤ k ≤ w − 1 are constructed such that the matrices
C
(≤w)
i :=
w∑
k=0
C
(k)
i ∈M(≤ w) ,
the analogously defined matrices C
(≤w)
j , U
(≤w), V (≤w),F
(≤w−1)
1 and the matrices Ai satisfy
(1.12), (1.15), (1.16), (1.17), (1.21), (1.23), (1.24), (1.26), (1.27) moduloM(> w), (1.13), (1.14),
(1.18), (1.19), (1.22), (1.25), (1.28) modulo M(> w − 1) and (1.29) modulo OM,0[[y]]>w−1.
Induction step from w to w + 1: It consists of three steps:
(1) Construction of a matrix F
(w)
1 ∈M(w) such that the matrix F
(≤w)
1 = F
(≤w−1)
1 + F
(w)
1
together with the matrices C
(≤w)
i , C
(≤w)
j , U
(≤w), V (≤w) satisfies (1.13), (1.22) modM(>
w) and (1.29) mod OM,0[[y]]>w.
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(2) Construction of matrices C
(w+1)
i , C
(w+1)
k , U
(w+1), V (w+1) ∈M(w+1) such that the ma-
trices C
(≤w+1)
i = C
(≤w)
i +C
(w+1)
i and the analogously defined matrices C
(≤w+1)
j , U
(≤w+1),
V (≤w+1) and the matrix F
(≤w)
1 satisfy (1.18), (1.19), (1.25), (1.28) mod M(> w).
(3) Proof of (1.12), (1.15), (1.16), (1.17), (1.21), (1.23), (1.24), (1.26), (1.27) modM(> w+
1).
(1) The matrices C
(≤w)
i , C
(≤w)
k and U
(≤w) generate an algebra of commuting matrices in
M(n × n,OM,0[y]/OM,0[y]>w). Because of the generation condition (GC), the image of the
column vector (1, 0, . . . , 0)tr under the action of this algebra is the whole space M(n ×
1,OM,0[y]/OM,0[y]>w). This shows two things:
• This algebra contains matrices E
(≤w)
i ∈M(n×n,OM,0[y]≤w) for any i = 1, . . . , n with
the first column
(E
(≤w)
i )j1 = δij .
• Any matrix in M(n × n,OM,0[y]≤w) which commutes with the matrices C
(≤w)
i , C
(≤w)
j
and U (≤w) mod M(> w) is modulo M(> w) a linear combination of the matrices
E
(≤w)
i with coefficients in OM,0[y]≤w.
Therefore the matrix F
(≤w)
1 ∈M(≤ w) which is defined by
F
(≤w)
1 =
n∑
i=1
∂fi
∂y
·E
(≤w)
i mod M(n× n,OM,0[[y]]>w) (1.31)
is the unique matrix which satisfies (1.13), (1.22) mod M(> w), (1.29) mod
OM,0[[y]]>w and F
(≤w)
1 = F
(≤w−1)
1 + F
(w)
1 for some F
(w)
1 ∈M(w).
(2)
∂Ci
∂y
= ti ·
∂F1
∂ti
+ [Aj , F1] mod M(> w)
⇒ C
(≤w+1)
i constructed,
and so for the other matrices C
(≤w+1)
j , U
(≤w+1), V (≤w+1) with the corresponding equations.
(3) Now we check that the derivatives by ∂
∂y
of the remaining equations hold modulo M(>
w + 1). Because of the derivative we calculate modulo M(> w) and therefore we can use all
equations modulo M(> w). For example one calculates:
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(1.12)
∂
∂y
[Ci, Cj]
(1.18)
=
[
ti
∂F1
∂ti
+ [Ai, F1] , Cj
]
+
[
Ci, tj
∂F1
∂tj
+ [Aj , F1]
]
=
[
ti
∂F1
∂ti
, Cj
]
+ [[Ai, F1] , Cj] +
[
Ci, tj
∂F1
∂tj
]
+ [Ci, [Aj , F1]]
(1.13)
= −
[
F1, ti
∂Cj
∂ti
]
+ [F1, [Cj, Ai]] +
[
F1, tj
∂Ci
∂tj
]
− [F1, [Ci, Aj]]
(1.15)
= 0 .
The other equations are similar or easier. This finishes the proof of the induction step
from w to w + 1. It shows uniqueness and existence of matrices Ci, Cj, F1, U , V,W ∈
M(n× n,OM,0[[y]]) with (1.12)− (1.29) and with restrictions
(Ci, Cj, U, V ) |y=0= (C
(0)
i , C
(0)
j , U
(0), V (0)).
Part (II). Now we have to show holomorphy of these matrices. We want to apply the Cauchy-
Kovalevski theorem in the following form([Fo](1.31),(1.40),(1.41); there the setting is real
analytic, but proofs and statements hold also in the complex analytic setting):
Given N ∈ N and matrices Hi, L ∈ M(N × N,C{t1, . . . , tm, y, x1, . . . , xN}) there exists a
unique vector Φ ∈M(N × 1,C{t1, . . . , tm, y}) with
∂Φ
∂y
=
m∑
i=1
Hi(t, y,Φ)
∂Φ
∂ti
+ L(t, y,Φ), (1.32)
Φ(t, 0) = 0. (1.33)
We will construct a system (1.32) - (1.33) with N = (m + 3)n2 such that it will be satisfied
with the entries of the matrices Ci−C
(0)
i , U −U
(0), V − V (0) as entries of Φ. The system will
be built from the following equations
∂Ci − C
(0)
i
∂y
= ti
∂F1
∂ti
+ [Ai, F1], (1.34)
∂Ck − C
(0)
k
∂y
=
∂F1
∂tk
, (1.35)
∂U − U (0)
∂y
= [V, F1]− F1, (1.36)
∂V − V (0)
∂y
= 0 (1.37)
and equations (1.38), (1.39) with which one can express the entries of F1 as functions of the
entries of Φ.
The commutative subalgebra of M(n × n,OM,0[[y]]), which is generated by the matrices
C1, . . . , Cm, U , is a free OM,0[[y]]-module of rank n. Choose monomials G
(j), j = 1, . . . , n, in
the matrices C1, . . . , Cm, U which form an OM,0[[y]]-basis of this module. Then the matrix
(G
(j)
i1 )ij of the first columns of the matrices G
(j) is invertible in M(n×n,OM,0[[y]]). Equation
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(1.31) gives
F1 =
n∑
j=1
gjG
(j) (1.38)
with coefficients gj ∈ OM,0[[y]] such that
(
∂f1
∂y
, . . . ,
∂fn
∂y
)tr = (G
(j)
i1 ) · (g1, . . . , gn)
tr. (1.39)
Replacing the entries of the matrices Ci − C
(0)
i , Ck − C
(0)
k , U − U
(0), V − V (0) by indetermi-
nates x1, . . . xN , the coefficients of the matrices G
(j) become elements of C{t}[x1, . . . , xN ],
and the gj become elements of C{t1, . . . , tm, y, x1, . . . , xN}. One obtains from (1.34)− (1.39)
a system (1.32), (1.33). Now the theorem of Cauchy-Kovalevski shows Ci, Ck, F1, U, V ∈
M(n× n,OM×C,0). This shows lemma 1.13 in the case of l = 1.
Part (III). By induction in l one obtains a slightly weaker version of the lemma, namely with
formula (1.8) replaced by
(C˜∂yα v˜1) |yα+1=...=yl=0= (
n∑
i=1
∂fi
∂yα
v˜i) |yα+1=...=yl=0
for α = 1, . . . , l. This equation is equivalent to (1.29) with the same restrictions. But now
one has a connection matrix as in the third line of the proof of lemma 1.13. Flatness gives
(1.9)− (1.28) . The equation (1.20) together with the formula above gives the formula at the
end of lemma 1.13. 
It rests to prove that the pairing P extends to the unfolding. We need a lemma about the
rigidity of logarithmic poles.
Lemma 1.14. Let (L′ → (C∗, 0)×(M, 0),∇) be the germ of a holomorphic vector bundle with
flat connection ∇, and let (L(0) → (C, 0)×{0},∇) be an extension of (L′,∇) |(C∗,0)×{0} with a
logarithmic pole at 0. Then an extension (L→ (C, 0)×(M, 0),∇) of (L′,∇) with a logarithmic
pole along {0} × (M, 0) exists with (L,∇) |(C,0)×{0}= (L
(0),∇). It is unique up to canonical
isomorphism and it is isomorphic to the pullback ϕ∗(L(0),∇) where ϕ : (M, 0)→ {0}.
Proof. See [Sab] III.1.20 . 
Lemma 1.15. Let ((M ×Cl, 0), D×Cl, H˜, ∇˜) be the unfolding of the (logD− trTLEP (w))-
structure (H,∇, P ) given above. Then P extends to O(H˜) and ((M × Cl, 0), D˜, H˜, ∇˜, P ) is
a logD˜ − trTLEP (w)-structure.
Proof. It is sufficient to consider an unfolding in one parameter y. For some representative
of H˜ the pairing P extends to a ∇-flat pairing on the restriction to (C∗, 0)× (M \D×C, 0).
We have to show that it takes values on O(H˜) in zwOP1×M×C. A priori the values are
in OC∗×M\D×C. Recall that ∇ has a logarithmic pole along (C
∗, 0)× (D, 0). Because of the
rigidity of logarithmic poles the extension to (H˜, ∇˜) |C∗×M\Dsing×C is trivial, therefore P takes
values inOC∗×M\Dsing×C. A codimension 2 argument shows that P takes valuesOC∗×M×C. The
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same reasoning shows that on P1 \{0}×M ×C the pairing P takes values in zwOP1\{0}×M×C.
It rests to prove the corresponding property on C × M × C. Denote n := rkH and let
(z, t1, . . . , tm, y) be coordinates on (C×M ×C, 0). Choose an OC×M×C,0-basis (v˜1, . . . , v˜n) of
O(H˜) with connection matrix
Ω =
1
z
r∑
i=1
Cˇi
dti
ti
+
1
z
m∑
i=r+1
Cˇkdtk +
1
z
Fˇ dy +
1
z
Uˇdz
with matrices Cˇi, Cˇk, Fˇ , Uˇ ∈M(n× n,OC×M×C,0) and the matrix
R := (P (v˜i, v˜j)) ∈M(n× n,OC∗×M×C,0).
Flatness and z-sesquilinearity of the pairing give
dR(z, t, y) = Ωtr(z, t, y)R(z, t, y) +R(z, t, y)Ω(−z, t, y),
that means,
z
∂
∂z
R(z, t, y) =
1
z
Uˇ tr(z, t, y)R(z, t, y)−
1
z
R(z, t, y)Uˇ(−z, t, y), (1.40)
ti
∂
∂ti
R(z, t, y) =
1
z
Cˇtri (z, t, y)R(z, t, y)−
1
z
R(z, t, y)Cˇi(−z, t, y), (1.41)
∂
∂tk
R(z, t, y) =
1
z
Cˇtrk (z, t, y)R(z, t, y)−
1
z
R(z, t, y)Cˇk(−z, t, y), (1.42)
∂
∂y
R(z, t, y) =
1
z
Fˇ tr(z, t, y)R(z, t, y)−
1
z
R(z, t, y)Fˇ (−z, t, y). (1.43)
Write R as a power series
R(z, t, y) =
∞∑
l=0
R(l)(z, t) with R(l) ∈M(n× n,OC∗ ×M,0 · y
l)
and define
R(≤l)(z, t, y) :=
l∑
j=0
R(j)(z, t),
analogously for Cˇi, Cˇk, Fˇ , Uˇ , with Cˇ
(l)
i , Cˇ
(l)
k , Fˇ
(l), Uˇ (l) ∈ M(n × n,OC×M,0 · y
l). Then R(0) ∈
M(n× n, zwOC×M,0) because (H,∇, P ) is a (logD − trTLEP (w))-structure.
Induction hypothesis for k ∈ Z≥0:
R(≤l) ∈M(n× n, zwOC×M×C,0).
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Induction step from l to l + 1: Recall the definition of M(> l) in (1.30). The equations
(1.40),(1.41) and (1.42) show that one has modulo M(> l)
Cˇ
(≤l)tr
i (0, t, y)[z
−wR(≤l)(z, t, y)] |z=0
≡[z−wR(≤l)(z, t, y)] |z=0 Cˇ
(≤l)
i (0, t, y),
Cˇ
(≤l)tr
k (0, t, y)[z
−wR(≤l)(z, t, y)] |z=0
≡[z−wR(≤l)(z, t, y)] |z=0 Cˇ
(≤l)
k (0, t, y),
Uˇ (≤l)tr(0, t, y)[z−wR(≤l)(z, t, y)] |z=0
≡[z−wR(≤l)(z, t, y)] |z=0 Uˇ
(≤l)(0, t, y),
Because of the generation condition (GC) the matrix Fˇ (≤l)(0, t, y) is an element of the commu-
tative subalgebra of M(n × n,OM,0[y])/M(> l) which is generated by Cˇ
(≤l)
1 , . . . , Cˇ
(≤l)
m , Uˇ (≤l).
Therefore modulo M(> l)
Fˇ (≤l)tr(0, t, y)[z−wR(≤l)(z, t, y)] |z=0
≡[z−wR(≤l)(z, t, y)] |z=0 Fˇ
(≤l)(0, t, y).
This together with (1.43) completes the induction step. 
(B) Transformation properties
In this section we want to clarify the transformation properties of the global sections
v1, . . . , vn, which were defined in lemma 1.13, under pullback by a map ϕ :M×C
l′ →M×Cl
of a given log(D) − trTLEP (w)-structure. Furthermore the meaning of the base change
matrix B between the elementary sections sj around the divisor {
1
z
· t1 · . . . · tr = 0} and the
global sections vj of an adapted basis will be investigated.
W.l.o.g. we can assume that
B = I +B(1)z−1 +B(2)z−2 + . . . .
Let rank H = n and s1, . . . , sn be elementary sections as above.
There exists αj , β
(1)
j , . . . , β
(r)
j ∈ C with j ∈ {1, . . . , n},
Aj ∈ H
∞(e−2piiαj , e−2piiβ
(1)
j , . . . , e−2piiβ
(r)
j ),
sj = z
αj−
N(0)
2pii
r∏
k=1
t
β
(k)
j −
N(k)
2pii
k Aj
and for k ∈ {1, . . . , r}
M (0) := Monodromy around z = 0, N (0) = log(unipotent part of M (0)),
M (k) := Monodromy around tk = 0, N
(k) = log(unipotent part of M (k)).
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With respect to the basis A1, . . . , An we have matrices M
(k)
mat,M
(k)
s,mat,M
(k)
u,mat, N
(k)
mat with
M
(k)
s,mat =

e
−2piiβ
(k)
1
. . .
e−2piiβ
(k)
n

 .
for k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , r} with β
(0)
j := αj. Observe that these matrices commute. But in general
the matrix
β
(k)
mat =

β
(k)
1
. . .
β
(k)
n


does not commute with M
(k)
u,mat and N
(k)
mat. Set
∆ :=


zα1
∏r
k=1 t
β
(k)
1
k
. . .
zαn
∏r
k=1 t
β
(k)
n
k

 .
We have
∇tk∂tksj = 0 for k ∈ {r + 1, . . . , m},
∇tk∂tksj = tk∂tk(z
αj−
N(0)
2pii
r∏
l=1
t
β
(l)
j −
N(l)
2pii
l Aj) for k ∈ {1, . . . , r}
= β
(k)
j · sj +
−1
2πi
n∑
i=1
∆−1ii (N
(k)
mat)ij∆jjsi.
This means in matrix notation (for k ∈ {1, . . . , r})
tk∂tk(s1, . . . , sn) = (s1, . . . , sn) ·
(
β
(k)
mat +
−1
2πi
∆−1N
(k)
mat∆
)
. (1.44)
We have
(∆−1N
(k)
mat∆)ij = ∆
−1
ii (N
(k)
mat)ij ∆jj
= (N
(k)
mat)ij · z
αj−αi
r∏
l=1
t
β
(l)
j −β
(l)
i
l .
Because (s1, . . . , sn) is a holomorphic basis of H |(P1\{0})×M we have the following restrictions
on the entries of N
(k)
mat:
(N
(k)
mat)ij 6= 0 =⇒ αj ≤ αi and β
(l)
j ≥ β
(l)
i .
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Now we decompose N
(k)
mat in terms of powers of z
−1. Write
N
(k)
mat =
∑
l≥0
N
(k,l)
mat ,
(N
(k,l)
mat )ij =
{
0 αj − αi 6= −l
(N
(k)
mat)ij αj − αi = −l
.
As above we have a basis v1, . . . , vn of global sections such that
(v1, . . . , vn) = (s1, . . . , sn) · (
∞∑
k=0
z−kB(k)(t)).
Set
αmat :=

α1 . . .
αn

 .
It follows that there are formulas for Ai, Ci, U, V in terms of ∆, N
(0)
mat, N
(k)
mat, β
(k)
mat, αmat and
B(1). Define
∆˜ :=


∏r
k=1 t
β
(k)
1
k
. . . ∏r
k=1 t
β
(k)
n
k

 .
We have for example
Ai = β
(i)
mat +
−1
2πi
∆−1N
(i,0)
mat ∆ i ∈ {1, . . . , r},
Ci = [Ai, B
(1)] +
−1
2πi
∆˜−1N
(i,1)
mat ∆˜ + ti
∂
∂ti
B(1) i ∈ {1, . . . , r},
Cj =
∂B(1)
∂tj
j ∈ {r + 1, . . . , m},
Fα =
∂B(1)
∂yα
α ∈ {1, . . . , l}.
But we will not use this formulas in the following. Recall that an elementary section is utterly
dependent on the chosen coordinates cf. [He1]. Assume that we have given two unfoldings
(H˜ → P1 × (M × Cl, 0)) with coordinates yα on C
l,
(H˜ ′ → P1 × (M × Cl
′
, 0)) with coordinates y′α on C
l′.
We now want to examine the properties of a map
ϕ : (M × Cl
′
, D × Cl
′
, 0)→ (M × Cl, D × Cl, 0)
with (H˜ ′, ∇˜′) ≃ ϕ∗(H˜, ∇˜)
and ϕ |M×{0}= id.
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Therefore ϕ has the following form
ϕ = (ϕ1, . . . , ϕr, ϕr+1, . . . , ϕm, ϕm+1, . . . , ϕm+l)
= (t1 · e
u1(t,y′), . . . , tr · e
ur(t,y′), ϕr+1, . . . , ϕm, ϕm+1, . . . , ϕm+l). (1.45)
But this has the following effect on the elementary sections (here we identify ϕ∗(Aj) with A
′
j)
ϕ∗sj =
(
zαj−
N(0)
2pii
r∏
k=1
t
β
(k)
j −
N(k)
2pii
k ·
r∏
k=1
e(β
(k)
j −
N(k)
2pii
)uk(t,y
′)
)
A′j
=
(
r∏
k=1
e(β
(k)
j −
N(k)
2pii
)·uk(t,y
′)
)
s′j
=
r∏
k=1
eβ
(k)
j ·uk ·
(
r∏
k=1
e−
N(k)
2pii
·uk
)
s′j ,
which is in matrix notation
ϕ∗(s1, . . . , sn) =
[(
r∏
k=1
e−
N(k)
2pii
·uk
)
(s′1, . . . , s
′
n)
]
·
r∏
k=1
eβ
(k)
mat·uk
= (s′1, . . . , s
′
n) ·
(
r∏
k=1
e(−
1
2pii
∆−1N
(k)
mat∆)uk
)
·
(
r∏
k=1
eβ
(k)
mat·uk
)
.
We now want to expand the matrix
e(−
1
2pii
∆−1 ·N
(k)
mat·∆)uk
in powers of z−1. We use the matrices N
(k,l)
mat defined above. This yields
∆−1 ·N
(k)
mat ·∆ =
∑
l≥0
∆˜−1N
(k,l)
mat · ∆˜ · z
−l.
Observe that for fixed k the matrices N
(k,l)
mat in general do not commute. Therefore we have
the following expansion:
e(−
1
2pii
∆−1 ·N
(k)
mat·∆)uk
= z0 · ∆˜−1 · e−
1
2pii
N
(k,0)
mat ·uk · ∆˜
+ z−1
[ −1
2πi
∆˜−1 ·N
(k,1)
mat · ∆˜ · uk
+
1
2!
(
−1
2πi
)2
∆˜−1 ·
(
N
(k,0)
mat ·N
(k,1)
mat +N
(k,1)
mat N
(k,0)
mat
)
· ∆˜ + . . .
]
+ z−2 · [. . .] + z−3 · [. . .] + . . . .
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Now set
Γ1 =
r∏
k=1
∆˜−1 · e−
1
2pii
N
(k,0)
mat ·uk · ∆˜ and
Λ =
r∏
k=1
eβ
(k)
mat·uk .
Let v˜1, . . . , v˜n respectively v˜
′
1, . . . , v˜
′
n be the canonical extensions of v1, . . . , vn. We then have
(v˜1, . . . , v˜n) = (s1, . . . , sn) ·
(
∞∑
k=0
z−kB˜(k)
)
with B˜(0) = I
and analogously for H˜ ′ → P1 × (M × Cl
′
, 0). Now we are able to examine how the global
sections (v˜1, . . . , v˜n) behave under a pullback (where we identify the flat sections A
′
j of H˜
′
and the sections ϕ∗(Aj) of ϕ
∗(H˜)).
ϕ∗(v˜1, . . . , v˜n)
= ϕ∗
(
(s1, . . . , sn) ·
∞∑
k=0
z−kB˜(k)
)
= (s′1, . . . , s
′
n) ·
(
r∏
k=1
e(−
1
2pii
∆−1N
(k)
mat∆)uk
)
·
(
r∏
k=1
eβ
(k)
mat·uk
)
·
(
∞∑
k=0
z−k(B˜(k) ◦ ϕ)
)
=: (s′1, . . . , s
′
n) ·
(
z0 · Γ1 + z
−1 · Γ2 + z
−2 · [. . .] + . . .
)
· Λ ·
(
∞∑
k=0
z−k(B˜(k) ◦ ϕ)
)
= (s′1, . . . , s
′
n) ·
[
Γ1 · Λ + z
−1 ·
(
Γ2 · Λ + Γ1 · Λ · (B˜
(1) ◦ ϕ)
)
+ z−2 · [. . .] + . . .
]
,
and therefore
ϕ∗(v˜1, . . . , v˜n) · Λ
−1 · Γ−11 =
(s′1, . . . , s
′
n) ·
[
1+ z−1 ·
(
Γ2 · Γ
−1
1 + Γ1 · Λ · (B˜
1 ◦ ϕ) · Λ−1 · Γ−11
)
+ . . .
]
.
Now the matrix Γ2 above is defined implicitly and its form is extremely complicated. But we
do not need its explicit form in the following.
Recall the definition of the global sections v˜1, . . . , v˜n, which are a canonical extension of an
adapted basis v1, . . . , vn. They were defined being elementary sections of the residue connec-
tion ∇˜res on H˜ |{∞}×(M×Cl,0) when restricted to {∞}×(M×C
l, 0) and (v˜1, . . . , v˜n)|P1×(M×{0},0)=
(v1, . . . , vn). Now recall the correspondence between logarithmic Frobenius type structures
and (logD − trTLEP (w))-structures. Given a (logD − trTLEP (w))-structure we set K :=
H |{0}×M and used the canonical isomorphism between H |{∞}×M and K to shift the residue
connection of ∇ on {∞} ×M to a connection on K. We therefore have
(v˜1, . . . v˜n) |{∞}×M×Cl = (s1, . . . , sn) |{∞}×M×Cl
(v˜′1, . . . v˜
′
n) |{∞}×M×Cl′ = (s
′
1, . . . , s
′
n) |{∞}×M×Cl′
but this yields
ϕ∗(v˜1, . . . , v˜n) · Λ
−1 · Γ−11 = (v˜
′
1, . . . , v˜
′
n) . (1.46)
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This formula is the crucial ingredient in proving the universality of an unfolding.
(C) We now prove the theorem 1.12.
Proof. Let ((M, 0), D,K,∇r, C,U ,V, g) be a Frobenius type structure with logarithmic pole
along D as in theorem 1.12, let w ∈ Z and ((M, 0), D,H,∇, P ) be the corresponding
(logD − trTLEP (w))-structure. Because of the lemma and condition (IC) an unfolding
((M × Cl, 0), D˜, H˜, ∇˜, P˜ ) exists such that for the corresponding Frobenius type structure
((M × Cl, 0), D˜, K˜, ∇˜r, C˜, U˜ , V˜, g˜)
C˜•ξ : DerM×Cl(logD˜)0 −→ K˜0
is an isomorphism. Now we are in the isomorphism case which shows that the constructed
Frobenius type structure corresponds to a Frobenius manifold.
It rests to prove uniqueness of this Frobenius manifold. As mentioned above this is equivalent
to the universality of the unfolding. Therefore we now prove universality of the unfolding.
Consider a second unfolding ((M × Cl
′
, 0), D˜′, H˜ ′, ∇˜′, P˜ ′). The two connection matrices of
the corresponding (logD˜(
′) − trTLEP (w))-structures are
Ω =
r∑
i=1
Ai
dti
ti
+
1
z
r∑
i=1
Ci
dti
ti
+
1
z
m∑
j=r+1
Cjdtj +
1
z
l∑
α=1
Fαdyα + (
1
z2
U +
1
z
V )dz ,
Ω
′
=
r∑
i=1
Ai
dti
ti
+
1
z
r∑
i=1
C
′
i
dti
ti
+
1
z
m∑
j=r+1
C
′
jdtj +
1
z
l′∑
α=1
F
′
αdy
′
α + (
1
z2
U
′
+
1
z
V
′
)dz
where Ω is with respect to adapted sections (v˜1, . . . , v˜n) and Ω
′ is with respect to adapted
sections (v˜′1, . . . , v˜
′
n), which are both canonical extensions of adapted sections (v1, . . . , vn).
We want to find a map ϕ : (M × Cl
′
, D˜′)→ (M × Cl, D˜) with ϕ|M×{0} = id such that
ϕ∗(∇˜) = ∇˜′ (1.47)
Now the discussion in (B) shows that the ϕ∗(v˜1, . . . , v˜n) |{∞}×M×Cl′ are not elementary sec-
tions of the residue connection of ϕ∗(∇˜) on {∞} ×M × Cl
′
in general. But we know from
formula (1.46) that
ϕ∗(v˜1, . . . , v˜n) · Λ
−1 · Γ−11 |{∞}×M×Cl′
are elementary sections of the residue connection of ϕ∗(∇˜). Now set
Γ := Λ−1 · Γ−11 .
Therefore if we identify (ϕ∗(v˜1), . . . , ϕ
∗(v˜n)) · Γ with (v˜
′
1, . . . , v˜
′
n) the following relation must
be satisfied if we want (1.47):
Ω′ = Γ−1dΓ + Γ−1ϕ∗(Ω)Γ . (1.48)
The reason that we have to use this matrix Γ is, that the sections (v˜1, . . . , v˜n) were defined
using elementary sections (with respect to the residue connection). But elementary sections
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are coordinate dependent, therefore we can not expect equality of (ϕ∗(v˜1), . . . , ϕ
∗(v˜n)) and
(v˜′1, . . . , v˜
′
n), unless the first i components of ϕ are the identity.
We want to use the uniqueness statement in lemma 1.13 that an unfolding is determined by
the first columns of the Fα in the connection matrix. Therefore if we want to have (1.47),
ϕ : (M × Cl
′
, D˜′) → (M × Cl, D˜) must satisfy ϕ |M×{0}= id and the first columns of the Fα
must be equal.
Now observe that if we have ϕ |M×{0}= id then we have
Γ−1dΓ + Γ−1ϕ∗
(
r∑
i=1
Ai
dti
ti
)
Γ |{∞}×M×Cl′ =
r∑
i=1
Ai
dti
ti
|{∞}×M×Cl′
because (v˜′1, . . . , v˜
′
n) and ϕ
∗(v˜1, . . . , v˜n) · Γ are both elementary sections on {∞} ×M × C
l′
which coincide on {∞} ×M × {0} and therefore coincide on all of {∞} ×M × Cl
′
.
We have l′ equations coming from (1.48) and using (1.45)
F ′α =
r∑
i=1
Γ−1(Ci ◦ ϕ)Γ
∂ui
∂y′α
+
m∑
j=r+1
Γ−1(Cj ◦ ϕ)Γ
∂ϕj
∂y′α
+
l∑
β=1
Γ−1(Fβ ◦ ϕ)Γ
∂ϕm+β
∂y′β
.
We consider the first columns of Γ−1 · Ci · Γ and Γ
−1 · Fα · Γ respectively and denote these
with an upper I. The matrices
S = (CI1 , . . . , C
I
m, F
I
1 , . . . , F
I
l ) ,
and S˜ which is defined by
((Γ−1 · (C1 ◦ ϕ) · Γ)
I . . . (Γ−1 · (Cm ◦ ϕ) · Γ)
I (Γ−1 · (F1 ◦ ϕ) · Γ)
I . . . (Γ−1 · (Fl ◦ ϕ) · Γ)
I)
are locally invertible around {0} × {0} because Γ |M×{0}= I, therefore S˜ |M×{0}= S |M×{0}
and S is invertible in {0} × {0} by construction. We get the following system of equations
S˜−1(F ′α)
I = (
∂u1
∂y′α
, . . . ,
∂ur
∂y′α
,
∂ϕr+1
∂y′α
, . . . ,
∂ϕm
∂y′α
,
∂ϕm+1
∂y′α
, . . . ,
∂ϕm+l
∂y′α
)tr .
Now ϕ is determined on M × {0} (the identity) and we can solve for ϕ with the theorem of
Cauchy-Kovalevski by using induction in α.
The beginning of the induction is clear:
(Γ−1dΓ + Γ−1ϕ∗(Ω)Γ) |M×{0}= Ω
′ |M×{0}
because Γ |M×{0}= 1 and ϕ |M×{0}= id.
Now assume that we have constructed ϕ such that
(Γ−1dΓ + Γ−1ϕ∗(Ω)Γ) |M×{yα=...=yl′=0}= Ω
′ |M×{yα=...=yl′=0} .
We use the equation
S˜−1(F ′α)
I |yα+1=...=yl′=0 = (
∂u1
∂y′α
, . . . ,
∂ur
∂y′α
,
∂ϕr+1
∂y′α
, . . . , ,
∂ϕm+l
∂y′α
)tr |yα+1=...=yl′=0
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to construct an extension of ϕ from M × {yα = . . . = yl′ = 0} to M × {yα+1 = . . . = yl′ = 0}
by using the theorem of Cauchy-Kovalevski. From the construction of the extension of ϕ
follows that the first column of F ′α and the first column of the corresponding matrix in
Γ−1dΓ + Γ−1ϕ∗(Ω)Γ coincide on M × {yα+1 = . . . = yl′ = 0}. The uniqueness statement of
lemma 1.13 in the case l = 1 gives
(Γ−1dΓ + Γ−1ϕ∗(Ω)Γ) |M×{yα+1=...=yl′=0}= Ω
′ |M×{yα+1=...=yl′=0} .
which was to be shown.
It rests to prove uniqueness of ϕ. But the condition ϕ |M×{0}= id and the equations
S˜−1(F ′α)
I = (
∂u1
∂y′α
, . . . ,
∂ur
∂y′α
,
∂ϕr+1
∂y′α
, . . . ,
∂ϕm
∂y′α
,
∂ϕm+1
∂y′α
, . . . ,
∂ϕm+l
∂y′α
)tr .
show that ϕ is unique.

2. Logarithmic Frobenius manifolds and quantum cohomology
In this section we show how to construct a Frobenius manifold out of quantum cohomology
where we are following [Ma]. With the definition of a logarithmic Frobenius manifold at hand
we show how this construction extends for smooth, projective varieties to give us logarithmic
Frobenius manifolds. This construction enables us to prove a partial generalization of the
first Reconstruction theorem in [KM].
2.1. Quantum Cohomology and Frobenius manifolds.
We now define quantum cohomology on the even dimensional cohomology ring. That means
we define a potential on H∗even(X,C) which we use to define a quantum deformation of the
cup product. Let T0 = 1 ∈ H
0(X,C), T1, . . . , Tr be a basis of H
2(X,C) and let Tr+1, . . . , Tm
be a basis for the other cohomology groups lying in H∗even(X,C). Put γ =
∑m
i=0 tiTi. In this
section we only consider the free parts of H2(X,Z) and H
2(X,Z) and denote them by the
same letters.
Definition 2.1. Let X be a smooth projective variety. Then the Gromov-Witten potential is
the formal sum
Φ(γ) =
∞∑
n=0
∑
β∈H2(X,Z)
1
n!
〈I0,n,β〉(γ
n) (2.1)
=
1
6
∫
X
γ3 +
∞∑
n=0
∑
β∈H2(X,Z)
β 6=0
1
n!
〈I0,n,β〉(γ
n)
= Φclass + Φquantum
where we set 〈I0,n,β〉 = 0 for n ≤ 2.
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There are two problems with this definition. The first is, if for fixed n the sum
∑
β∈H2(X,Z)
1
n!
〈I0,n,β〉(γ
n) (2.2)
does converge. Usually one introduces the Novikov ring as the coefficient ring to split the
contribution of the different β. But here we will assume that (2.2) does converge. The second
problem is if the whole sum (2.1) gives a well-defined function at least in some domain of
H∗(X,C).
Assumption: We assume in the rest of the paper that the individual summands in the
Gromov-Witten potential are convergent. We assume also that the Gromov-Witten potential
gives a well defined holomorphic function in the domain
B := B0 ×
r∏
i=1
{Re(ti) < ri} ×
m∏
j=r+1
Bj ⊂ H
∗
even(X,C) ,
where B0 resp.
∏m
j=r+1Bj are (poly)discs in H
0 resp. H4⊕ . . .⊕H2dimX and ri ∈ R for all i.
Remark 2.2. Write γ = γ0 + δ with δ ∈ H
2(X,C). We use the divisor axiom and the
fundamental class axiom to rewrite the expression for the potential:
Φquantum(γ0 + δ) =
∑
i,k≥0
∑
β 6=0
1
i!k!
〈I0,n,β〉(γ
⊗i
0 ⊗ δ
⊗k)
=
∑
i≥0
∑
β 6=0
e(β,δ)
i!
〈I0,i,β〉(γ
⊗i
0 )
=
∑
jr+1,...,jm
∑
β 6=0
e(β,δ)〈I0,i,β〉(T
jr+1
r+1 ⊗ . . .⊗ T
jm
m )
t
jr+1
r+1 . . . t
jm
m
jr+1! . . . jm!
.
Definition 2.3. Let Φ be the Gromov-Witten potential for a smooth projective variety X.
Then define
Ti ∗ Tj =
∑
k
∂3Φ
∂ti∂tj∂tk
T k
where {T k} is the dual base with respect to the Poincare´ pairing, i.e
∫
X
Ti∪T
j = δij. Extending
this linearly gives the big quantum product on the cohomology H∗even(X,C).
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Lemma 2.4. For all i, j, k, we have
∂3Φ
∂ti∂tj∂tk
=
∞∑
n=0
∑
β∈H2(X,Z)
1
n!
〈I0,n+3,β〉(Ti, Tj, Tk, γ
n)
=
∑
jr+1,...,jm
∑
β 6=0
e(β,δ)〈I0,i+3,β〉(Ti ⊗ Tj ⊗ Tk ⊗ T
jr+1
r+1 ⊗ . . .⊗ T
jm
m )
t
jr+1
r+1 . . . t
jm
m
jr+1! . . . jm!
+
∫
X
Ti ∪ Tj ∪ Tk .
Proof. See [CK] lemma 8.2.3 . 
It is a well known fact that ∗ is commutative and associative, with unit T0. For a proof see
[CK].
2.1.1. Construction of Frobenius manifold.
Because of the assumption on the Gromov-Witten potential stated above we will get a Frobe-
nius manifold on the open subset B ⊂ H∗even(X,C). We consider now B ⊂ H
∗
even(X,C) as a
manifold with global coordinates ti with respect to a basis {Ti} as above. At each point the
tangent space is canonically isomorphic to H∗even(X,C). Denote the global vector fields as ∂ti
and define a metric
g(∂ti , ∂tj ) := gij =
∫
X
Ti ∪ Tj .
Observe that the metric is constant so that the induced Levi-Civita connection is ∇ = d with
respect to the sections ∂ti . Denote by deg(∂ti) the degree of ∂ti in H
∗(X,C). We define the
Euler vector field as
E :=
∑
i
(1−
deg(∂ti)
2
)ti∂ti +
∑
deg(∂tj )=2
rj∂tj
where the rj are defined as
c1(X) =
∑
degTj=2
rjTj .
Proposition 2.5. Let E as above. It holds
a.)EΦquantum = (3− dimX)Φquantum ,
b.)(E − E(0))Φclass = (3− dimX)Φclass ,
c.)EΦijk = (3− dimX)Φijk −
(
3−
deg∂ti + deg∂tj + deg∂tk
2
)
Φijk .
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Proof. Recall that
Φquantum =
∑
jr+1,...,jm
∑
β 6=0
e(β,δ)
i!
〈I0,i,β〉(T
jr+1
r+1 ⊗ . . .⊗ T
jm
m )
t
jr+1
r+1 . . . t
jm
m
jr+1! . . . jm!
.
We apply E to that term. The E(0) term acts only upon e(β,δ) and multiplies it by (c1(X), β).
The E−E(0) part multiplies any monomial tj1a1 . . . t
jn
an in non-divisorial coordinates by
∑
i(1−
deg(Tai )
2
). Observe that the Gromov-Witten invariants contribute only for such β which satisfy
1
2
n∑
i=1
deg(Tai) = dimX +
∫
β
c1(X) + n− 3.
Hence every non-vanishing term is an eigenvector of E with eigenvalue 3− dimX .
b.) is clear.
c.) We are using [E, ∂tm ] = −(1 −
deg∂tm
2
)∂tm :
EΦijk = E∂ti∂tj∂tkΦ
= ∂ti∂tj∂tkEΦ−
(
3−
deg∂ti + deg∂tj + deg∂tk
2
)
Φijk .
The statement follows with
EΦ = EΦquantum + (E −E(0))Φclass + E(0)Φclass
= (3− dimX)Φquantum + (3− dimX)Φclass + E(0)Φclass
and the observation that ∂ti∂tj∂tkE(0)Φclass = 0 because Φclass is only cubic in the tm. 
We now have to check that this defines the structure of a Frobenius manifold. The properties
(1)− (4) in definition 1.3 are easy to show. We are using Einstein sum convention.
(5) LieE(∗) = 1 · ∗ and LieEg = (2− d) · g with d = dimX .
Here we use proposition 2.10c .
LieE(∗)(∂ti , ∂tj )
= [E, ∂ti ∗ ∂tj ]− [E, ∂ti ] ∗ ∂tj − ∂ti ∗ [E, ∂tj ]
= [E,Φijkg
lk∂tl ] + (1−
deg(∂ti)
2
)∂ti ∗ ∂tj + (1−
deg(∂tj )
2
)∂ti ∗ ∂tj
= (3− dimX)∂ti ∗ ∂tj − (1−
deg(∂tk)
2
)Φijkg
kl∂tl − (1−
deg(∂tl)
2
)Φijkg
kl∂tl
= ∂ti ∗ ∂tj ,
LieE(g)(∂ti, ∂tj )
= Eg(∂ti, ∂tj )− g([E, ∂ti], ∂tj )− g(∂ti , [E, ∂tj ])
= 0 + (1−
deg(∂ti)
2
)gij + (1−
deg(∂tj )
2
)gij
= (2− dimX)g(∂ti , ∂tj ).
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2.1.2. Logarithmic Frobenius manifolds.
Above we constructed a Frobenius manifold on an open subset B of H∗even(X,C) but this
description has a little drawback. The point where the multiplication is simplest is not
included. We now consider smooth, projective varieties X . Choose as above a homogeneous
basis T0 ∈ H
0, T1, . . . , Tr ∈ H
2, Tr+1 ∈ H
4, . . . , Tm ∈ H
2dimX such that the T1, . . . , Tr are
homogeneous with respect to the decomposition H2 = H2,0 ⊕ H1,1 ⊕ H0,2. The part of the
basis which lies in H1,1(X) shall also lie in the Ka¨hler cone.
If we look at
Φquantum =
∑
jr+1,...,jm
∑
β 6=0
e(β,δ)
i!
〈I0,i,β〉(T
jr+1
r+1 ⊗ . . .⊗ T
jm
m )
t
jr+1
r+1 . . . t
jm
m
jr+1! . . . jm!
,
we see that the quantum potential is periodic with respect to δ but observe that Φclass is not.
Consider the map
ϕ : B 7→M∗ := B0 ×
r∏
i=1
{0 < |qi| < e
ri} ×
m∏
j=r+1
Bj ,
ϕ : ti 7→ qi = e
ti i ∈ {1, . . . , r} ,
ϕ : tj 7→ tj j ∈ {0, r + 1, . . . , m} ,
ϕ∗ : ∂ti 7→ qi∂qi .
The potential Φquantum is well-defined on the image but Φclass is not. But if we only consider
the third derivatives of the potential, ∂3Φclass is a constant and because of that well-defined
on the image.
We want to investigate the limit qi → 0 for some i. Therefore we have to look at the term
e(β,δ) more closely. Let δ =
∑r
i=1 tiTi, then we have
e(β,δ) =
r∏
i
q
(β,Ti)
i .
Now for all effective β we have (β, Ti) ≥ 0 but only these β occur in the Gromov-Witten
potential. Therefore the limit is defined.
In the limit qi → 0 ∀i all terms in the quantum potential vanish because β 6= 0 and the
Ti, i ∈ {1, . . . , r} are a basis of H
2(X).
Set
M = B0 ×
r∏
i=1
{0 ≤ |qi| < 1 + ǫ} ×
m∏
j=r+1
Bj .
It is now clear that Φquantum, being a power series in the qi for i ∈ {1, . . . , r}, is convergent on
M . As a consequence we have defined a Frobenius manifold structure onM∗ and the quantum
multiplication degenerates at qi = 0 ∀i to the usual cup product. It rests to examine if this
defines a logarithmic Frobenius manifold. Note that the divisor D = M \ M∗ is normal
crossing and that the ϕ∗(∂ti) are a basis of DerM(logD). Because of ∂ti 7→ qi∂qi we have
E = t0∂t0 +
m∑
i=r+1
(1−
deg(∂ti)
2
)ti∂ti +
r∑
j=1
rjqj∂qj
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so e, E ∈ DerM(logD).
Because Φijk is defined for qi → 0 and ϕ is locally biholomorphic we can define a multiplication
on DerM(logD)
ϕ∗(∂ti) ∗ ϕ∗(∂tj ) := ϕ∗(∂ti ∗ ∂tj ).
Because g(∂ti , ∂tj ) is constant, we can define
g(ϕ∗(∂ti), ϕ∗(∂tj )) := g(∂ti , ∂tj ).
We extend both the multiplication and the metric g OM -linearly. It follows that M car-
ries the structure of a logarithmic Frobenius manifold. We call the point p defined by
{t0 = q1 = . . . = qr = tr+1 = . . . tm = 0} the large radius limit point.
2.2. The first Reconstruction Theorem.
We want to give a geometric interpretation and partial generalization of the first Reconstruc-
tion Theorem of Kontsevich and Manin given in [KM]. For the convenience of the reader we
restate the theorem.
Theorem 2.6. Let X be a smooth projective variety with the property that H∗(X,Q) is gener-
ated by H2(X,Q). Also assume that we know the Gromov-Witten invariants 〈I0,3,β〉(α1, α2, α3)
for all β ∈ H2(X,Z) with deg α3 = 2. Then we can determine all tree-level Gromov-Witten
classes I0,n,β(α1, . . . , αn) for all β ∈ H2(X,Z).
In [KM] the additional condition
∫
β
c1(X) ≤ dimX + 1 is demanded. This can be explained
as follows. In order to be non-zero the classes must fulfill
∑
deg(αi) = 2(
∫
β
c1(X) + dimX)
but we have
∑3
i=1 deg(αi) ≤ 4 dimX +2 (assuming deg(α3) = 2). Therefore this condition is
automatically fulfilled.
There is the following partial generalization of the theorem:
Theorem 2.7. LetX be a smooth projective variety. Let δ1, . . . ,δu be generators ofH
∗
even(X,C)
with respect to the cup product. Set
∑u
k=1C · δk = W ⊂ H
∗
even(X,C). Assume that we
know the Gromov-Witten invariants 〈I0,n,β〉(α1, α2, α3, . . . , αn) for all β ∈ H2(X,Z) with
α3, . . . , αn ∈ W and for all n ≥ 3. Then we can determine all tree-level Gromov-Witten
classes I0,n,β(α1, . . . , αn) for all β ∈ H2(X,Z).
Proof. We first remark that the tree-level Gromov-Witten classes can be uniquely recon-
structed from the tree-level Gromov-Witten invariants. This follows from [KM] proposition
2.5.2 . Therefore it rests to prove that we can reconstruct the corresponding Gromov-Witten
invariants. Recall the map
ϕ : B 7→M∗.
and the logarithmic Frobenius manifold constructed onM . In proposition 1.7 we proved that
the latter gives rise to a logarithmic Frobenius type structure onM . Restrict this logarithmic
Frobenius type structure to the submanifold N = ϕ(W ∩ B). The Higgs field on N (which
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comes from the quantum multiplication restricted to N) incorporates only Gromov-Witten
invariants of the form 〈I0,n,β〉(α1, . . . , αn) with α3, . . . , αn ∈ W (cf. definition 2.3 and lemma
2.4). Let ξ = ϕ∗(∂t0) = ∂t0 . Then it is clear that (IC) is satisfied. The condition (GC)
holds because the δ1, . . . , δu are generators of H
∗
even(X,C) and ∗ is simply the cup product at
p (the large radius limit point). Recall the definition of E in the quantum cohomology case
and that of V. We see that ∇∂t0E = ∂t0 . So (EC) is satisfied. Now theorem (1.12) states
that we have a universal unfolding which is equivalent to a Frobenius manifold. So we have
reconstructed the big quantum product. To extract the Gromov-Witten invariants we recall
the following formula
Ti ∗ Tj =
∑
k
∂3Φ
∂ti∂tj∂tk
T k .
Therefore we know ∂
3Φ
∂ti∂tj∂tk
for all i, j, k. If we integrate this three times we get Φ. Now recall
the definition of Φ:
Φ(γ) =
∞∑
n=0
∑
β∈H2(X,Z)
1
n!
〈I0,n,β〉(γ
n) .
Notice that because of the integration we have an ambiguity in the terms for n ≤ 2 but with
the definition above (〈I0,n,β〉 = 0 for n ≤ 2, β 6= 0) this ambiguity is fixed.
Now we want to extract the single Gromov-Witten invariants out of the potential. Recall
remark 2.2 where we saw that
Φquantum(γ0 + δ) =
∑
jr+1,...,jm
∑
β 6=0
e(β,δ)〈I0,i,β〉(T
jr+1
r+1 ⊗ . . .⊗ T
jm
m )
t
jr+1
r+1 . . . t
jm
m
jr+1! . . . jm!
.
Because of our assumption that the potential is holomorphic, we can differentiate with respect
to ti, ji times such that
∑n
i=r+1 ji = n to get the term
∂nΦquantum
∂jr+1tr+1 . . . ∂jmtm
(δ, 0) =
∑
β 6=0
e(β,δ)〈I0,n,β〉(T
jr+1
r+1 ⊗ . . .⊗ T
jm
m ).
Choose a basis T1, . . . Tr in H
2(X,Z) and a basis S1, . . . Sr inH2(X,Z) such that (Si, Tj) = δij ,
this is possible due to Poincare´ duality. Restrict the term above to the R-vector space spanned
by iT1, . . . , iTr and let t = (t1, . . . , tr) be coordinates on that space. Then the term above
gets a multi-dimensional Fourier series∑
l∈Zd\{0}
ei l·t〈I0,n,β〉(T
jr+1
r+1 ⊗ . . .⊗ T
jm
m ).
Now the single coefficients can be obtained by integration. 
Let us compare the two theorems. If H∗even(X,C) is H
2-generated, then W = H2. Thus the
corresponding Higgs field incorporates only Gromov-Witten invariants of type 〈I0,3,β〉(Ti ⊗
Tj⊗Tk) with deg(Tk) = 2 and the other restrictions mentioned above (here we use the divisor
axiom). Therefore theorem (2.7) generalizes theorem (2.6) for smooth projective varieties
which fulfill the convergence assumptions above.
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3. Hodge Asymptotics
In this section we prove the existence of a filtration U• opposite to the Hodge filtration
F• of a polarized variation of Hodge structures which degenerates along a normal crossing
divisor (prop. 3.11). This is used in theorem 3.19 to show that the above data give rise to
a logarithmic Frobenius manifold if the limiting PMHS is Hodge-Tate, split over R and an
additional generation condition is satisfied.
3.1. Generalities.
First we recall some definitions.
Definition 3.1. A mixed Hodge structure is a triple (HZ,W•, F
•), where HZ is a lattice, W•
is a finite increasing filtration on HQ = HZ ⊗ Q, and F
• is a finite decreasing filtration on
H = HZ ⊗ C, such that the induced filtration on the quotient Gr
W
k H = Wk/Wk−1 defines a
Hodge structure of weight k. Here F pGrWk H is the image of F
p ∩Wk in Gr
W
k H,
F pGrWk H = (Wk ∩ F
p +Wk−1)/Wk−1 .
F • is called the Hodge filtration and W• the weight filtration.
Let H be as above and HR := HZ⊗R. Let S be a nondegenerate (−1)
w-symmetric pairing
on H with real values on HR. Let N be a nilpotent endomorphism of HR and of H which is
an infinitesimal isometry of S. One obtains a weight filtration W• in the following way:
Lemma 3.2. Let (H,HR, S,N, w) as above.
(a) There exists a unique finite increasing filtration W• on HR such that
N(Wl) ⊂Wl−2 and such that N
l : GrWw+l −→ Gr
W
w−l is an isomorphism.
(b) The filtration satisfies S(Wl,Wl′) = 0 for l + l
′ < w.
(c) A nondegenerate (−1)w+l-symmetric bilinear form Sl is well defined on Gr
W
w+l for
l ≥ 0 by Sl(a, b) := S(a˜, N
lb˜) for a, b ∈ GrWw+l with representatives a˜, b˜ ∈ Ww+l.
(d) The primitive subspace Pw+l ⊂ Gr
W
w+l is defined by
Pw+l := ker(N
l+1 : GrWw+l −→ Gr
W
w−l−2)
for l ≥ 0 and by Pw+l := 0 for l < 0. Then
GrWw+l =
⊕
i≥0
N iPw+l+2i
and this decomposition is orthogonal with respect to Sl if l ≥ 0.
Proof. See [Sch] Lemma 6.4 . 
Definition 3.3. A polarized mixed Hodge structure of weight w consists of (H,HR, S,N, w),
W• as above and an exhaustive decreasing Hodge filtration F
• on H with the following prop-
erties.
(1) F •GrWk gives a pure Hodge structure of weight k, that means,
GrWk = F
pGrWk ⊕ F
k+1−pGrWk .
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(2) N(F p) ⊂ F p−1, i.e. N is a (−1,−1)-morphism of mixed Hodge structures.
(3) S(F p, Fw+1−p) = 0.
(4) The pure Hodge structure F •Pw+l of weight w + l on Pw+l is polarized by Sl, that
means
Sl(F
pPw+l, F
w+l+1−pPw+l) = 0,
ip−(w+l−p)Sl(a, a) > 0 for a ∈ F
pPw+l ∩ Fw+l−pPw+l − {0} .
A PMHS comes equipped with a generalized Hodge decomposition, namely Deligne’s Ip,q.
Lemma 3.4. For a PMHS as above define
Ip,q := (F p ∩Wp+q) ∩ (F q ∩Wp+q +
∑
j>0
F q−j ∩Wp+q−j−1),
Ip,q0 := ker(N
p+q−w+1 : Ip,q −→ Iw−q−1,w−p−1).
Then
F p =
⊕
i,q:i≥p
I i,q, Wl =
⊕
p+q≤l
Ip,q,
N(Ip,q) ⊂ Ip−1,q−1, Ip,q =
⊕
j≥0
N jIp+j,q+j0
S(Ip,q, Ir,s) = 0 for (r, s) 6= (w − p, w − q),
S(N iIp,q0 , N
jIr,s0 ) = 0 for (r, s, i+ j) 6= (q, p, p+ q − w),
Iq,p ≃ Ip,q mod Wp+q−2,
Iq,p0 ≃ I
p,q
0 mod Wp+q−2.
Proof. See [De1] (1.2.8), [CaK] or [He3] 2.3 . 
Definition 3.5. A variation of Hodge structures of weight n is a quadruple (HZ,∇, M,F
•)
where M is a complex manifold, HZ is a local system with coefficient group Z
h for some h,
and ∇ a flat holomorphic connection on the holomorphic vector bundle H = HZ ⊗ OM such
that the sections of HZ are ∇-flat. F
• is a decreasing filtration of holomorphic vector bundles
Fp ⊂ H. These objects have to satisfy the following two conditions:
• for each point t ∈ M the filtration F• induces a filtration F•t on the fibre HZ ⊗ C at
t ∈M constituting an HS of weight n,
• ∇(Fp) ⊂ Ω1M ⊗OM F
p−1 for each p.
Moreover, if there is a flat, non-degenerate bilinear form S : HZ × HZ −→ QM defining a
polarized HS for every t ∈M , then the VHS (HZ,∇,M,F
•) is said to be polarized.
Now assume that we have given a manifold M = ∆n, a normal crossing divisor Z on M such
that M \ Z = (∆∗)r × ∆n−r, Z =
⋃r
j=1Dj and a polarized VHS on M \ Z. We want to
construct a Frobenius manifold which encodes these data. First we construct a filtration U•
which is opposite to the Hodge filtration F•. This is done using Schmid’s limiting MHS and
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Deligne’s Ip,q’s. Then following [HM] chapter 5 we construct a Frobenius manifold out of the
latter.
Now let H → M \ Z be the flat vector bundle with connection ∇ coming from a polarized
VHS. Let Tj be the mondromies of ∇ with respect to Dj for j = 1, . . . , r. Let Nj := log(Tj,u)
be the logarithm of the unipotent part of Tj. Observe that both Tj and Nj act on the fibers
of H and all Ti and Nj commute with each other. Let
τ : U −→ M \ Z
(z, w) = (z1, . . . , zr, wr+1, . . . , wn) 7→ (e
2piiz1 , . . . , e2piizr , wr+1, . . . , wn) = (t, w)
be the universal covering. We fix a flat isomorphism for the rest of the paper
ρ∞ : τ
∗H ≃ H∞ × U .
For each (z, w) ∈ U we get an isomorphism
ρ(z,w) : Hτ(z,w) −→ H
∞ .
Now we have
ρ(z1,...,zj+1,...,zr,w) ◦ Tj = ρ(z,w) .
The monodromies Tj act on H
∞ through the maps
ρ(z,w) ◦ Tj ◦ (ρ(z,w))
−1 : H∞ → H∞
which are actually independent of (z, w). Therefore we denote them by Tj , too. The same
applies to the Nj .
The Deligne extension.
For the rest of the chapter assume that all Tj are unipotent. Define for (z, w) ∈ U the map:
σ(z,w) : Hτ(z,w) → Hτ(z,w), A 7→
r∏
j=1
t
−Nj/(2pii)
j (A) .
σ(z,w) also acts on H
∞. Now the maps σ(z,w) map a multi-valued ∇-flat section A on H to an
elementary section on H :
r∏
j=1
t
−Nj/(2pii)
j (A) .
It holds:
ρ(z,w) ◦ σ
−1
(z,w) = ρ(z1,...,zj+1,...,zr,w) ◦ σ
−1
(z1,...,zj+1,...,zr,w)
.
Therefore we can define
χτ(z,w) := ρ(z,w) ◦ σ
−1
(z,w) : Hτ(z,w) → H
∞ .
The χτ(z,w) map an elementary section to a constant value in H
∞.
Let ∇˜ be the connection for which the elementary sections are ∇˜-flat:
∇˜ := ∇ +
r∑
j=1
Nj
2πi
dtj
tj
.
The elementary sections provide an extension of the vector bundle H → M \ Z to a vector
bundle H˜ → M on M , the Deligne extension. The connection ∇˜ gives us a trivialization
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of H˜ → M . The maps χ(t,w) provide an identification of the ∇˜-flat bundle H˜ → M with
H∞ ×M , which we will use in the following discussion.
Fix (z, w) ∈ U and consider the isomorphism ρ(z,w) : Hτ(z,w) → H
∞. Then we can shift
the polarized HS on Hτ(z,w) to H
∞. We denote the obtained reference polarized HS by
(H∞, H∞R , S, F
•
0 ). The space
Dˇ := {filtrations F • ⊂ H∞ | dimF p = dimF p0 , S(F
p, Fw+1−p) = 0}
is a complex homogeneous space and a projective manifold, and the subspace
D := {F • ∈ Dˇ | F • is a part of a polarized Hodge structure}
is an open submanifold and a real homogeneous space. It is a classifying space for polarized
Hodge structures with fixed Hodge numbers.
Now let F• =
⋃
(t,w)∈M\Z F
•
(t,w). The monodromies give rise to a representation of the funda-
mental group
φ : π1(M \ Z) −→ Gl(H
∞).
Set Γ = φ(π1(M \ Z)) = φ(Z
r). We have the following commutative diagram
U
Φ˜
−−−→ D
τ
y y
M \ Z
Φ
−−−→ Γ\D
with
Φ˜ : (z, w) 7→ ρ(z,w)(F
•
τ(z,w)) .
and where Φ is Griffiths’ period mapping for the polarized VHS in question.
With respect to elementary sections we get the map
Ψ : M \ Z −→ Dˇ
(t, w) 7→ χ(t,w)(F
•
(t,w)) .
The fact that Ψ takes values in Dˇ rather than D, reflects the fact that these sections are not
real.
Definition 3.6. A pair (F •, N) is said to give rise to a nilpotent orbit if F • ∈ Dˇ, the
endomorphism N of HR is nilpotent and an infinitesimal isometry with N(F
p) ⊂ F p−1, and
ezNF • ∈ D for Imz > b , b ∈ R.
Then the set {ezNF • | z ∈ C} is called a nilpotent orbit.
Theorem 3.7 (Nilpotent Orbit Theorem). The map Ψ extends holomorphically to ∆n.
For (w) ∈ ∆n−r, we have
a(w) = Ψ(0, w) ∈ Dˇ .
For any given number η with 0 < η < 1, there exist constants α, β ≥ 0, such that under the
restrictions
Im zi ≥ α, 1 ≤ i ≤ r, and | wj |≤ η, r + 1 ≤ j ≤ n,
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the point exp(
∑l
i=1 ziNi) ◦ a(w) lies in D and satisfies the inequality
d(exp(
l∑
i=1
ziNi) ◦ a(w), Φ˜(z, w)) ≤ (
r∏
i=1
Im(zi))
β
l∑
i=1
exp(−2πIm(zi)),
here d denotes a GR invariant Riemannian metric on D. Finally the mapping
(z, w) 7→ exp(
l∑
i=1
ziNi) ◦ a(w)
is horizontal.
Proof. See [Sch] Theorem 4.12 . 
We denote the point Ψ(0, 0) as F •lim.
Remark 3.8. Observe that the pair (F •lim,
∑r
j=1 ajNj) gives rise to a nilpotent orbit, for any
aj > 0, j = 1, . . . , r. Schmids Nilpotent Orbit Theorem yields
exp(
r∑
j=1
zjNj)ψ(0, 0) ∈ D for Im(zj) > α.
Then
exp(z
r∑
j=1
λjNj)ψ(0, 0) (λj > 0)
is a nilpotent orbit, because for Im(z) > b = maxj(
α
λj
) the above expression lies in D.
To build a PMHS on (0, 0) we need a nilpotent endomorphism to define a weight filtration
but the question is which of the Ni we should use. The following result of Cattani and Kaplan
provides an answer.
Theorem 3.9. Let
C = {
r∑
j=1
λjNj | λj > 0 ∀j}.
C is called the monodromy cone. Then each N ∈ C defines the same monodromy weight
filtration.
Proof. See, e.g. [CaK] Theorem 3.3 . 
We need a criterion for which N the tuple (H,HR, S, F
•, N) is a PMHS.
Theorem 3.10.
(1) The tuple (H,HR, S, F
•, N) is a PMHS of weight w ⇔ the pair (F •, N) gives rise to
a nilpotent orbit.
(2) If (H,HR, S, F
•, N) is a PMHS with Iq,p = Ip,q, then ezNF • ∈ D for Imz > 0 .
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Proof. ‘⇐’ is [Sch], Theorem 6.16. It is a consequence of the SL2-orbit theorem. ‘⇒’ is
[CaKSch], Corollary 3.13. The special case (b) is proved in [CaKSch], Lemma 3.12. 
Now we are finally able to prove the first step in the construction of a logarithmic Frobenius
manifold out of a variation of Hodge structures. Namely the construction of a filtration U•
which is opposite to the filtration F• in vicinity of (0, 0).
Proposition 3.11. Assume as above that we have givenM = ∆n, M\Z = (∆∗)r×∆n−r, Z =⋃r
j=1Dj, and a polarized VHS on a ∇-flat bundle H →M \ Z with unipotent monodromies.
Let H˜ →M be the Deligne extension of H →M \ Z.
(1) The bundle H˜ → M comes equipped with a canonical flat connection ∇˜ and a ∇˜-flat
isomorphism H˜ → H∞ ×M .
(2) The Hodge subbundles of H → M \ Z extend to H˜ → M . The filtration F •lim on
H˜0 ≃ H
∞ is part of a PMHS. For it one has Deligne’s Ip,q. Then the filtration U• on
H∞ with Up :=
⊕
i,q:i≤p I
i,q is opposite to all F •(t,w) for (t, w) ∈M close to 0, and it is
∇˜-flat as well as ∇-flat.
Proof. Part (1) follows from what has been said above. For part (2), F •lim is part of a PMHS
because of remark 3.8 and theorem 3.10. That U• is opposite to F
•
lim is clear. We are using
the ∇˜-flat identification H˜ → H∞ ×M mentioned above to construct extensions of the Up
to ∇˜-flat subbundles Up on H˜. Because being opposite is an open property, all F
•
(t,w) are
opposite to U• for (t, w) near 0.
For N ∈ C we have because of lemma 3.4
N : Ip,q −→ Ip−1,q−1 .
Because these N build an open cone in
∑r
j=1R ·Nj all Nj are linear combinations of such N .
Therefore we have for all Nj
Nj : I
p,q −→ Ip−1,q−1
and therefore Nj : Up → Up−1. Because U• is increasing Up is Nj-invariant for all Nj. Because
we have ∇˜ = ∇+
∑r
j=1
Nj
2pii
dtj
tj
we conclude that U• is also ∇-invariant. 
3.2. Construction of Frobenius manifolds.
Section 3.2 is a generalization of chapter 5 of [HM].
Lemma 3.12. (a) The structures (α) and (β) are equivalent.
(α) A logarithmic Frobenius type structure ((M, 0), D,K,∇r, C,U ,V, g) together with an in-
teger w such that U = 0 and V is semisimple with eigenvalues in w
2
+ Z.
(β) A tuple ((M, 0), D,K,∇,F•,U•, w, S). Here K → (M, 0) is a germ of a holomorphic vec-
tor bundle; ∇ is a flat connection with logarithmic poles along D; F• is a decreasing filtration
by germs of holomorphic subbundles Fp ⊂ K, p ∈ Z, which satisfies Griffiths transversality
∇ : O(Fp) −→ Ω1M(logD)⊗O(F
p−1);
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U• is an increasing filtration by subbundles Up ⊂ K which are flat outside D such that
K = Fp ⊕ Up−1 =
⊕
q
F q ∩ Uq; (3.1)
w ∈ Z, and S is a ∇-flat, (−1)w-symmetric, nondegenerate pairing on K with
S(Fp,Fw+1−p) = 0, (3.2)
S(Up,Uw−1−p) = 0. (3.3)
(b) One passes from (α) to (β) by defining
∇ := ∇r + C, (3.4)
Fp :=
⊕
q≥p
ker(V − (q −
w
2
)id : K −→ K), (3.5)
Up :=
⊕
q≤p
ker(V − (q −
w
2
)id : K −→ K), (3.6)
S(a, b) := (−1)pg(a, b) for a ∈ O(Fp ∩ Up), b ∈ O(K). (3.7)
Proof. First we prove part (b). The connection ∇r and the logarithmic Higgs field C are
maps O(K)→ Ω1M(logD)⊗O(K). Then the flatness ∇
r means (∇r)2 = 0, the Higgs field C
satisfies C2 = 0, and the potentiality condition means ∇r(C) = ∇r ◦C+C ◦∇r = 0. Therefore
∇2 = (∇r + C)2 = 0, the connection ∇ is flat and has logarithmic poles along D.
The filtrations F• and U• obviously satisfy (3.1) and
Fp ∩ Up = ker(V − (p−
w
2
)id : K −→ K).
The connection ∇r maps O(Fp ∩ Up) to itself because V is ∇
r-flat. Because U = 0 we have
[C,V] = C, which is equivalent to CX , X ∈ DerM(logD) mappingO(F
p∩Up) toO(F
p−1∩Up−1).
Therefore U• is ∇-flat and F
• satisfies Griffiths transversality. Obviously ∇r and C have
logarithmic poles along D.
The condition (1.5) says that for a ∈ O(Fp ∩ Up), b ∈ O(F
q ∩ Uq)
S(a, b) = (−1)pg(a, b) = 0 if p+ q 6= w .
Therefore S is (−1)w-symmetric and satisfies (3.2) and (3.3).
To show that it is ∇-flat we have to choose a representant of ((M, 0), D,K,∇r) which we
denote by the same letters. Now let U ⊂ M \ D open and simply connected. For X ∈
DerM(logD)(U) and ∇
r-flat sections a ∈ O(Fp ∩ Up)(U), b ∈ O(F
q ∩ Uq)(U) we have
(∇XS)(a, b) = X S(a, b)− S(∇
r
Xa+ CXa, b)− S(a,∇
r
Xb+ CXb)
= 0− (−1)p+1g(CXa, b)− (−1)
pg(a, CXb) = 0.
This shows (b).
To pass from (β) to (α) we notice that V is uniquely determined by
Fp ∩ Up = ker(V − (p−
w
2
)id : K −→ K)
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and g(a, b), a ∈ O(Fp ∩ Up), b ∈ O(K) is defined by (3.7).
We can decompose ∇ into ∇r mapping O(Fp ∩ Up) to itself and CX for X ∈ DerM(logD)
mapping O(Fp ∩ Up) to O(F
p−1 ∩ Up−1) respectively. This is possible because U• is flat and
F• satisfies Griffiths transversality.
Now we decompose ∇2 into its components. Thus we have (∇r)2 = 0, ∇r ◦C+C ◦∇r = 0 and
C2 = 0. The second is equivalent to condition (1.1) in the definition of logarithmic Frobenius
structure and the third shows that C is a Higgs field with logarithmic poles.
Condition (1.2) is satisfied because U = 0 and [C,V] = C per construction of C.
The condition g(CXa, b) = g(a, CXb) follows from the very same calculation above.
g(Va, b) = −g(a,Vb) follows right from the definitions. 
Remark 3.13. If one adds in (β) a real structure with suitable conditions one obtains a germ
of a variation of polarized Hodge structures of weight w.
Definition 3.14.
(a) A germ of an H2-generated variation of filtrations of weight w, which has logarithmic
poles at D, is a tuple ((M, 0), D,K,∇,F•, w) with the following properties: w is an integer,
K → (M, 0) is a germ of a holomorphic vector bundle with flat connection ∇ with logarithmic
poles along D and a variation of filtrations F• which satisfies Griffiths transversality and
0 = Fw+1 ⊂ Fw ⊂ . . . ⊂ K ,
rkFw = 1, rkFw−1 = 1 + dimM ≥ 2 .
Griffiths transversality and flatness of ∇ give a Higgs field C on the graded bundle
⊕
pF
p/Fp+1
with commuting endomorphisms
CX = [∇X ] : O(F
p/Fp+1) −→ O(Fp−1/Fp) for X ∈ DerM(logD) .
H2-generation condition: The whole module
⊕
pO(F
p/Fp+1) is generated by O(Fw) and
its images under iterations of the maps CX , X ∈ DerM(logD).
(b) A pairing and an opposite filtration for an H2-generated variation of filtrations ((M, 0), D,
K,∇,F•) of weight w are a pairing S and a filtration U• as in lemma (3.12).
Definition 3.15. An H2-generated germ of a logarithmic Frobenius manifold of weight w ∈
N≥1 is a germ ((M, 0), D, ◦, e, E, g) of a logarithmic Frobenius manifold with the properties
(I) and (II) below and with
E |t=0= 0.
Let ∇g be the Levi-Civita connection of ((M, 0), g). It has logarithmic poles along D by
proposition 1.5. The endomorphism
∇gE : DerM(logD)0 → DerM(logD)0 ,
X 7→ ∇gXE
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acts on the space of ∇g-flat logarithmic vector fields.
In particular e ∈ ker(∇gE − id).
(I) It acts semisimply with eigenvalues {1, 0, . . . ,−(w − 1)}.
It turns out that then the multiplication on the algebra DerM(logD)0 respects the grading
DerM(logD)0 =
w⊕
p=0
ker(∇gE − (1− p)id : DerM(logD)0 −→ DerM(logD)0)
and that LieE(g) = (2− w) · g.
(II) H2-generation condition: The algebra DerM(logD)0 is generated by
ker(∇gE : DerM(logD)0 −→ DerM(logD)0).
Theorem 3.16. There is a one-to-one correspondence between the structures in (α), (β) and
(γ).
(α) A logarithmic Frobenius type structure ((M, 0), D,K,∇r, C,U ,V, g) with U = 0 and with
a fixed section ξ ∈ O(K)0 which is ∇
r-flat on M \ D and which satisfies the conditions
(IC),(GC) and (EC) in theorem (1.12).
(β) A germ of an H2-generated variation of filtrations with logarithmic pole along D ((M, 0),
D,K,∇,F•, w, S,U•) of weight w ∈ N≥1 with pairing and opposite filtration and with a fixed
generator ξ ∈ O(Fw) such that ∇ξ ∈ O(Uw−1)⊗DerM(logD).
(γ) An H2-generated germ of a logarithmic Frobenius manifold ((M˜, 0), D˜, ◦, e, E, g˜) of weight
w ∈ N≥1.
One passes from (α) to (β) by lemma (3.12) and from (α) to (γ) by theorem (1.12). One
passes from (γ) to (α) by defining
M := {t ∈ M˜ | E |t= 0},
D := D˜ ∩ (M, 0) ,
K := DerM˜(logD˜) |(M,0)
with the canonical logarithmic Frobenius type structure, and ξ := e |(M,0). The eigenvector
condition (EC) is Vξ = w
2
ξ.
In contrast to the corresponding theorem in [HM] where they could simply extend ξ |0 ∇
r-flat,
we have to demand the existence of a section ξ which is flat on M \D.
Proof. (α)⇒ (β).
We have to show that the conditions in lemma 3.12 (α) are satisfied. For that we have to
show that for some w ∈ N≥1 the endomorphism V +
w
2
id is semisimple with eigenvalues in
{0, 1, . . . , w}. For the conditions on F• in definition 3.14 we have to show Vξ = w
2
ξ.
The eigenvector condition says Vξ = d
2
ξ for some d ∈ C. Condition (1.2) reads as [C,V] = C.
This together with the generation condition (GC) shows that V acts semisimply on K0 with
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eigenvalues in d
2
+ Z≤0 and that ker(V −
d
2
id) = C · ξ. The injectivity condition (IC) implies
dimker(V − (d
2
− 1)id) = dimM > 0. Condition (1.5) says that the eigenvalues of V are in
(d
2
+ Z≤0) ∩ −(
d
2
+ Z≤0). Therefore d ∈ N. Define w := d. The conditions (IC) and (GC)
show that one passes from (α) to (β) by lemma (3.12). ∇ξ |M\D∈ O(Uw−1) follows from
∇rξ |M\D= 0.
(β)⇒ (α)
Lemma (3.12) gives a Frobenius type structure. It holds ∇rξ |M\D= 0 because ∇ξ ∈
O(Uw−1)⊗DerM(logD). We have to show (IC),(GC) and (EC).
(IC) follows from the condition rkFw−1 = 1 + dimM and from the H2-generation condition.
(GC) follows from the H2-generation condition. Finally (EC) follows from the characteriza-
tion of V as Fp ∩ Up = ker(V − (p−
w
2
)id : K −→ K), rkFw = 1 and K =
⊕
q F
q ∩ Uq.
(α)⇒ (γ)
Theorem (1.12) applied to (α) gives a logarithmic Frobenius manifold ((M˜, 0), D, ◦, e, E, g˜),
an embedding i : (M, 0) → (M˜, 0) and an isomorphism of logarithmic Frobenius type
structures j : K → DerM˜(logD˜) |i(M). It maps V to the restriction of ∇
gE − 2−d
2
id on
DerM˜(logD˜) |i(M). Therefore one obtains an H
2-generated germ of a Frobenius manifold of
weight w. In suitable flat coordinates the Euler field of this Frobenius manifold takes the
form
E =
dimM˜∑
i=1
diti
∂
∂ti
with di ∈ {1, 0, . . . ,−(w − 1)} and
♯(i | di = 0) = dim ker(∇
gE) = dim ker(V − (
d
2
− 1)id) = dimM.
Observe that for logarithmic coordinates di = 0, because U = 0 on M .
Therefore i(M) = {t ∈ M˜ | E |t= 0}.
(γ)⇒ (α)
One passes from (γ) to (α) as described above. (IC) is fulfilled because ξ = e. (GC) is
because the Frobenius manifold is H2-generated. (EC) is also from the definition. 
3.3. Application to VPHS.
In this section we apply the machinery developed above to VPHS and investigate some prop-
erties of the resulting Frobenius type structures.
Proposition 3.17. Assume as above that we have given M = ∆n, M \ Z = (∆∗)r ×∆n−r,
Z =
⋃r
j=1Dj, and a VPHS on a ∇-flat bundle H →M \Z with unipotent monodromies. Let
H˜ → M be the Deligne extension of H →M \ Z.
Then one can construct a logarithmic Frobenius type structure and a (logD − trTLEP (w))-
structure out of this data.
Proof. Set K := H˜ . Construct an increasing filtration by ∇-flat subbundles Up with the help
of lemma 3.11, which is opposite to the filtration F•. Now lemma 3.4 gives us S(I
p,q, Ir,s) =
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0 for (r, s) 6= (w − p, w − q) and because Up =
∑
i,q:i≤p I
i,q we see that condition (3.3)
(S(Up,Uw−1−p) = 0) is fulfilled. Now we have data as in lemma 3.12(a)(β) and therefore
a logarithmic Frobenius type structure ((M, 0), Z,K,∇r, C, U ,V, g, w) with U = 0 and V
semisimple with eigenvalues in w
2
+Z. Lemma 1.10 provides a (logD−trTLEP (w))-structure.

Proposition 3.18.
(1) The connection ∇r has trivial monodromy.
(2) It can be extended holomorphically from H →M \ Z to K →M .
Proof. Recall the proof of lemma 3.12 part (β)→ (α). There the map
∇ : O(Fp ∩ Up)→ (O(F
p ∩ Up)⊕O(F
p−1 ∩ Up−1))⊗DerM(logD),
was decomposed into ∇r mapping to O(Fp∩Up)⊗DerM(logD) and C mapping to O(F
p−1∩
Up−1) ⊗ DerM(logD) respectively. A different characterization of ∇
r and C would be the
following: All Up are ∇-flat subbundles of K. Now ∇ induces flat connections ∇
(U) on
the quotients Up/Up−1. Because F
• and U• are opposite we have canonical isomorphisms
Fp ∩ Up ≃ Up/Up−1 and therefore⊕
p
Up/Up−1 ≃
⊕
p
Fp ∩ Up = K .
Under this isomorphism ∇(U) goes over to ∇r and C := ∇ − ∇r. Because of Tj = e
Nj and
Nj : Up → Up−1, Tj induces the identity on Up/Up−1. Therefore also∇
r has trivial monodromy.
This shows (1).
For (2) recall that Up is the Deligne extension of its restriction Up |M\Z on M \Z with respect
to ∇. Therefore Up/Up−1 is the Deligne extension with respect to ∇
(U) of its restriction to
M \ Z. Because of that and (1), ∇(U) has an extension to M . This shows (2). 
We will now give conditions on the PMHS on H˜0 so that the logarithmic Frobenius type
structure constructed in proposition 3.17 gives rise to a logarithmic Frobenius manifold.
Theorem 3.19. Assume that we have given M = ∆n and M \ Z = (∆∗)n and a VPHS on
a ∇-flat bundle H → M \ Z with unipotent monodromies Ti. Let H˜ → M be the Deligne
extension and F •lim be part of the limiting MHS on H˜0 with
0 = Fw+1lim ⊂ F
w
lim ⊂ . . . ⊂ K
and dimFwlim = 1, dimF
w−1
lim = 1 + dimM.
LetNibe the logarithm of the unipotent part of Tiacting on H˜0. If the vector space
⊕
pF
p
lim/F
p+1
lim
is generated by Fwlim and its images under iterations of the linear maps Ni, then we can con-
struct an H2-generated germ of a logarithmic Frobenius manifold out of these data.
Proof. Pick a nonzero vector v ∈ Fwlim. Recall proposition 3.17 where we constructed a loga-
rithmic Frobenius type structure ((M, 0), Z,K,∇r, C,U ,V, g, w) out of the VPHS. Because of
proposition 3.18 we can extend this vector v to a ∇r-flat section ξ ∈ O(K). The conditions
on F •lim and v ∈ F
w
lim give the conditions (IC) and (GC) in theorem 1.12 resp. theorem 3.16
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with respect to the section ξ ∈ O(K). The condition (EC) follows from the construction
of the logarithmic Frobenius type structure in lemma 3.12 and the existence of an opposite
filtration U• on H˜0 = K0 (cf. 3.11). 
Remark 3.20. From the generation conditions and the properties of F •lim follows that the
PMHS on H˜0 is Hodge-Tate and split over R. This can be easily seen by choosing v to to be
real and by noticing that every Nj is a (−1,−1)-morphism defined on H˜R,0.
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